
KAREN KANGAS: Okay.  I hope you all had a nice lunch.  We've got a lot to do this afternoon.  Does 

anybody have any pressing questions right now that they just couldn't bear me not answering before we 

go on?  No?  All right.  I keep changing my mind how we're going to do this afternoon, so we'll just -- 

you're just going to have to roll with me.  What I wanted to show you just was Spencer -- I am turning 

down the sound just because I just want to do -- we're not listening to what he had to say, but I just 

wanted to show you him with a communication device.  And what's really interesting is I worked with -- his 

school district is in Delaware and I've worked with him, I guess it's now been five years.  And what I 

couldn't believe is Spencer, the last time I was there, was really sick and this time I went out to see him, 

they were like, he's really using -- he is talking and he's using this communication device and he's 

become a direct selector, so that's what I just wanted you to see here, he's actually -- was woken up from 

a nap, so that they -- I could see him, which is never what exactly what you wanted to do.  All right.  So I 

just wanted you to see that he does know his communication device there.  And what was also weird is 

when I saw him here, I couldn't believe that he wasn't in his power chair and his power chair had been 

broken, and so I said to him, "How about I get it and fix it?"  And he started going [makes noise] like this 

and his mom said, "That means he's upset."  And I said, "Are you upset with me or…?"  And then he just 

looked away and what happened is he was really mad that he hadn't been in the power chair, and so 

actually -- and I don't think he believed I was really going to fix it, so we actually got it going in.  But I just 

wanted you to see that in terms of direct selection.  Now, if you haven't figured out that I could look and 

share kids all day long with you, I could.  And like I said, I see them in different places.  I just want to 

show a couple of it because we've got -- we've got equipment to follow, we've got some processes to 

share; and at the same time I want to show you a few other kids because some of them will be there, but I 

want to make sure.  As a good teacher, I always feel it's my responsibility to inspire you which in the 

United States and our Judeo-Christian background means I have to make you feel badly, so I hope you 

all feel a little badly in this morning.  Do you feel a little badly?  Because I have to -- I have to shame you 

and have you feel badly, so we have a little redemption in the afternoon, you know.  So if you all felt 

badly, "Crap, I did that.  I can't believe I still did that with my kid.  That was my kid."  And, you know, and 

look how I'm pointing out people from other states.  So all of Pennsylvania, we're good, you know, it's just 

all these other states are bad.  All right.  So we're going to have redemption this afternoon, we also want 

to look at some equipment and, like I said, as a good teacher, I want to inspire you so that you run out of 

here, thrilled to go learn some more, but at the same time, I want you to leave with some things in hand 

that you feel like you can immediately put into place.  So that's the pressure I'm putting on myself this 

afternoon.  All right.  So I want you to meet Christopher.  And this is -- the reason I want to show you this 

student is because I want you -- I don't want you to think that I just go see people and everything I have 

figured out.  I want -- and I want you to also -- I want us never to forget -- oops, not from there, from 

Christopher.  Okay.  I want you to remember, too, I know our kids are really complex and we often have 

kids that are dealing with multiple issues.  And so this is one that I'm not able to share all the things that 

are going on with him except that he has -- he is on lots of medication, he has a nurse that comes with 



him to school.  This is what he looks like when you take him out of his chair is he looks stiff as a board.  

Okay.  And I'm working with a physical therapist with him and a speech therapist; and although they're 

looking at stuff with him, he then -- if he doesn't look like that.  Okay.  So you can see even though his 

upper extremities how they're going to here.  This is -- this would require me to spend some time.  I'm not 

going to go into long time with you as therapist of what's actually going on with him.  But this is not your 

typical situation which you guys run into, which is why I want to show you even in a not typical situation 

what's going on.  All right.  So now, as I move him into -- just allow that -- he got worried, when he's 

anxious and handled by somebody else, he always goes into more tone.  And as I start to move that, his 

head becomes really drubby, that's the technical term.  And when he goes into his chair, he often looks 

like this.  Okay.  So kind of collapsed, but then more increased tone in his lower extremities.  But when 

he's down there, he's paying attention and that's what the teachers like, "I can't really teach him down 

here, can I?"  You know, "What can I really do?"  And so when I'm saying, I'm -- I am at least agreeing 

with them.  They're like, we're not even at switched off.  I just know he wants to pay attention, but it's 

down there and I can't get down there even to see.  Although I know he's looking around.  And when he 

has moments of lucidity -- because this guy also has unbelievable seizure activity, seizure activity.  So 

you guys -- you guys have kids have like this, you know, and we have some of these kids who also have 

visual problems.  This kid that there actually are moments when he's very lucid, but he's all crunched up 

and that's what the teacher is really feeling.  And then he has times where he's just not there almost all 

day, you know, kind of a thing.  All right.  So what's going to happen is I'm actually going to -- we start to 

get him a chair.  I am going to still say we're going to look at his head.  And what I'm doing here is 

something -- as I said to you when your head drops to the body for it to come up again, there needs to be 

a weight shift in the body.  That's the way we naturally recover our head.  Because really, when we drop 

our head, we actually aren't dropping our head, we're relaxing our body.  So when we relax our body, 

although it looks like to you that your kid is just dropping their head.  The fact of the matter is the head 

dropped is a sign of relaxation in the body, and what you actually have given up is not your head; you've 

given up weight-bearing.  So you've given up -- you've fallen into the surface you're on.  Okay.  So you 

moved into a process -- a position of relaxation.  And the way we come out of relaxation is we find gravity 

and we actually have to move finding it; and then finding it, it gives us power to then make a weight shift 

which then gives us these writing reactions and gives us head control.  So when working with some -- 

with our kids, I do believe they moved into to look at something or fell into a position and then they can't 

get back up again.  So I'm telling you I'm all about intentional movements.  So what we're going to do is 

something that I consider very simple.  I'm going to show you how I'm going to change your seating 

position.  But as I do -- and we have an activity around because the other thing is is his teacher did say, 

his mom told me that he's got a brother who has an iPad who -- there's some app that he really has loved 

and she was saying to me, "Is there a way we could access that?"  Now, the access to an iPad is a big 

issue, all right?  We don't -- we don't -- and the way we have to get at it, that's a class in itself in terms of 

doing it.  But I'm fine that there's something he likes to -- that I can have, that somebody can tell me that 



he likes or he wants to enjoy.  We've got iPads there, so I'm telling him pull up the app, do you know what 

I mean?  Because I've got something somebody's interested in, you know we're doing stuff.  Because I'm 

not interested in just positioning somebody to look pretty or to have him do something.  That is no help.  

Making somebody more comfortable when they relaxed is not what my job is about.  What I am going to 

is I have added a towel around his neck and so I'm going to do -- what I've really done is it's not tight, 

okay.  What I was going to say is I'm not giving him a neck -- a choker.  I'm not putting on a neck collar.  

And this is one of the things that I think we have a lot of problem.  The way we control our head is not 

from up here, not from somebody holding up here.  We control it from the shoulder girdle, but the 

shoulder girdle is controlled from the pelvis.  But when we've got somebody who doesn't have a lot of 

experience at getting at those issues and we can't move with them, part of the problem they can't move 

them is our own handling causes them to relax more.  That's a whole other class for me to talk to you 

about, the sensory processing as we handle techniques.  So if you're interested, put that on your 

evaluation sheet for next year.  Anyway, now, but -- so what I'm going to do is if you can imagine that I've 

put a towel here.  Now, I have done a lot of work in the western world.  So I don't know if I worked in a 

civilization that didn't know towels that they might be frightening.  But in our world, when I pull out a towel, 

I don't have anybody going "Huh, she's got a towel," you know, "Don't put that on me, it's a towel."  Okay.  

So that's one of the reasons that it worked so well.  Because when we put equipment on as you will know, 

we all have different feelings -- feel -- tactile feelings.  Okay.  So for instance, you -- a turtleneck can't be 

too high and too tight for me.  But on the other hand, don't even say briefs or waistband with belt or -- for 

underpants.  This ass should not be in bikinis, but it is, all right?  Because I hate waistbands, all right?  So 

that's there.  But don't say thong, I start to hyperventilate.  Okay.  So, you know, all right.  So that just 

reminds me of old sanitary napkins, so that's not even -- we're not -- that just tells you my age, all right?  

So, whoa, wait, buddy, you know, don't even -- just look at that, "Oh, good Lord."  All right.  So I'll take a 

garter belt before then and those make me hyperventilate.  All right.  So anyway, so I -- but I have a mom 

who looking at me in the turtleneck wants to pull it off still.  She'll come over, "That's bugging me."  "Don't 

touch me."  Okay.  "You're my mother.  You're not wearing the turtleneck.  I love the turtleneck."  But she, 

looking at it, makes her neck itch.  Isn't that funny?  All right.  So that's what I'm trying to say.  These 

funny little things we have.  So I want to make sure when I'm trying to do some positioning tactics, when I 

told you the switch has to be transparent, so do the changes on making in any kind of postural stuff.  I've 

got to be careful about the equipment I'm using, what I'm trying to do, and all I want to do is I want to limit 

the range that the child moves so that they can recover.  That's all I'm doing.  So I'm saying I'm presuming 

they want to look there.  Only what happened is they fell so far they can't get back up.  So all I'm going to 

do is put a towel on that is not over-squishy, it's not tight in the back, it's not secret, and it's not scary.  So 

that now, I can't put my chin on my chest.  That's all.  I just can't.  It isn't preventing me from doing 

anything else.  I can still lean to the side.  I can go here.  I can still collapse, but I haven't gone so far that I 

can't come back up.  All right?  Now, because most of our towels these days, especially in the United 

States, are foofy.  Okay.  And the foof factor is highly prized, but that makes them too fat for most of the 



kids I'm dealing with.  So I need to have an old towel but you still want it to be soft and not -- you know, 

we could find them in London, they should like send us those.  You know, you can go to London and the 

towel is like this big.  Thank you.  What is that?  My hand towel?  No, that's your bath towel.  Okay.  You 

go to London, bring toilet paper and towels, you know.  Anyway, but -- all right, this is just the size.  Okay.  

So instead what I like to use for kids is this is on your equipment list.  This is a shammy towel that is sold 

by Packtowl is the brand, P-A-C-K-T-O-W-L.  And I don't want you to use the microfiber ones because 

they have a funny feel to them.  Because they've been chemically treated, so we don't want to have that 

next to somebody.  You can easily use an old towel that's softened or you can get a thinner towel, but a 

hand towel itself is too little, all right?  So it's got to be a bigger hand towel that's thin.  Usually bigger 

hand towels are foofy, so you know -- so that's why this one works.  So this is their largest size.  And so 

that's all I've done here with Chris.  So what I've done is it looks like it is tight, but it's not, it's just rolled up 

and it's just there.  Okay.  So that's all that is.  And we're just tucking it in the back.  It's not doing anything 

like that.  All right.  And so now, I'm bringing up the iPad which is the app that he wanted to have.  He got 

really excited -- at first, I thought he got excited, that's a seizure.  No, that's a seizure.  Okay.  And when 

he came out of it, he is -- he is still not back with us.  But see how this did not interfere with the seizure.  

Okay.  We didn't have to do any big changes.  All right.   And so what's going to happen is now, what I 

was able to do is put him in a more aggressive tilt than he was in.  When I dropped him all the way down 

like this, the legs dropped down, the shoulders fell into the back, his head was able to lean there; and 

now, out of the seizure, we were actually able to bring the iPad up and the next time I went, we were able 

to start putting a switch here at the headrest.  Okay.  So not with the iPad.  So what I want to say is one of 

the little things that you can often do is I don't put now, we don't go home, and I don't want to see now 

everybody coming in towels.  Because I saw one little kid and a mother like, the next time we went, she 

had like six towels to match the outfits.  No, you know, I don't need like a hundred colors, you know.  And 

we're not like toweling for life, you know.  We want to towel for an activity.  Okay?  So we're toweling in 

the midst of an activity, and we're also changing the position and all we're doing is we're adding an 

opportunity so the person can move, but won't -- but even if they do collapse, they can still recover.  So 

believe it or not I am now using the neck extensors to raise the head which they are able to do, but that's 

not typically what we do, but I am just doing that.  So essentially, I'm just using the range of motion, but it 

can be a big, big help when we're dealing with our involved kids to just center that head to have them look 

closer.  And what I was doing here is actually his headrest was too far back, so I actually tucked the towel 

down behind his headrest, so he actually could be forward.  And, see, if I brought him up, if you're sitting 

upright, he'd still actually look like this.  But when I actually have him here, okay, this is now not tight, so 

this opened up, this opened up and this is looking.  Is that making sense?  So don't -- we don't have to -- I 

mean, I would love if everybody with Spencer does right that we could get totally upright, and here we go 

and we're off and running.  But we may with some of our Christophers be doing this simple part first.  So 

what we're looking at is visual convergence, visual engagement, body opening up; and what we really are 

doing interestingly enough is these guys have what I call an Experiential Dyskinesia.  Dyskinesia is the 



bottom part of your body and top part of your body aren't talking to each other.  The extremities aren't 

talking to the girdles.  The girdles are the shoulder girdle and pelvic girdle.  Okay.  So that processing isn't 

clear.  So what'll happen is we're going to shorten instead of having the head talk to the whole body, 

we're going to have the head just talk to the shoulder girdle.  That's essentially what we've done.  So 

we're looking at the shoulder girdle, holds the head, we're going to have to be a little bit more active, 

we're going to try and take the rest of the body out to the body doesn't have to worry about it, but we're 

going to allow it to be just hanging.  Okay.  We want it supported but we -- we're looking at this part 

engaged.  And how we're going to know to do that?  Is we're going to see that the head actually comes 

upholds and you could see it purposely moving, and you should be able to see visually tracking isolated 

from the head movement.  Okay?  That's going to be when you -- when you kind of have that right, so a 

simple thing that can make a big difference for some of your really involved kids.  And then when you're 

done, I want you to take everything out.  So I don't want you all leave this in there all day and like, label 

the towels, this is the top, this is the bottom, it has to be this fat.  Okay.  This is a mistake we make.  

Positioning should never be forever.  When I take this off, what is the signal?  We're done.  Okay.  When I 

put it on, what is the signal?  We're ready.  Okay.  So what happens is is that I can use the towel as the 

signal for the body to get ready for the activity and when it's over.  And guess what happens?  If you do 

this and you do not work too long.  Our biggest mistake is to work too long, so I instead like to work for 

short periods of time, take a break, do the activity again, take a break, you want to repeat the frequency 

of the activity with the beginning, middle, and unknown; that's going to build attention in detail, in length 

and endurance.  Okay?  Not you just extending it.  So what'll happen is when I say I take a break, I'm 

going to shift the chair slightly.  I'll bring it up, let's take a break, bring the chair up.  I might pull the towel 

out.  Okay.  Let's get back to work, towel pulled back up, drop the tilt -- tilt slightly, bring the activity 

forward.  Is that making sense?  Because guess what's going to happen, you do this, it doesn't even take 

10 times.  I tell people 10 times, so you'll at least do it 10 times, but right around the 4th or 5th or 6th time, 

the child, in anticipation of this, brings their head forward and the eyes converged, which that's what we're 

looking for.  I'm ready to get to work, I'm going to come forward, I don't have to wait for you to do that, and 

I now know I'm done.  Because that's helping, that's what the signal work for.  And the normal pathway is 

here, I'm ready to get to work, I know how to use my body.  And that's what we're really looking for when 

we're trying to key into what's going in.  And so I would definitely use switches at his head.  Okay.  Now, 

people think I ignore the hands and I just want to show you this is Emma, and Emma is four here and she 

is -- this is what she looks like.  I like this faraway picture and close picture because this is what she looks 

all the time and if I had video, I pick her up from her mom and hold her up like this and she stays in the 

same position, you know.  She's like a little statue.  All right?  Now, don't touch her any place else, Ms. 

Statue.  She will not touch things.  She will not put her hands on anything.  She will eat anything, but she 

has to be fed.  And life is smiling for Emma, that's what she likes.  And if you approach anything else 

[makes noise] and she stays right that pitch, you know, which is -- if you don't figure out that it's right, you 

will happily move her so you won't have to listen to that.  That -- she's got that down pat.  All right.  So 



she's got sensory processing problems.  I mean, not -- that's not the only reason, but you know that I'm 

saying, I can't diagnose it quickly, but trust me I know her.  And what I will tell you is interesting is that the 

OT told me, "We've been brushing her hands to desensitize her for 18 months."  And I said, "Yeah, how's 

that working?"  And she said, "Well, she doesn't cry when we do it."  Okay.  So see, that's not good 

enough for me.  All right.  And that's just where I stand.  Now, you -- I am not going to challenge what 

your therapeutic processes are.  I'm looking for function, I'm looking for independence, I'm looking for 

intention.  So I don't need to brush you five hundred thousand times because I also know what we need 

to do to touch something is you need to find gravity.  And the physical therapist said, "We've never been 

successful.  As soon as we try and get her to an upright position, she just pulls her legs up and she just 

won't do anything."  I mean, she'll pull her legs and just collapse if you weren't right there.  She will not put 

her feet down, she won't put her feet down in a walker, she want to -- she just -- you won't touch her hand 

or anything.  So I am going to use this lightweight trunk orthotic that I've talked to you about.  Now, again, 

I'm not going to go into long detail, but what happens is is when a kid can't find the gravity, your very 

handling of them keeps them from finding it also because they're going to overreact to your touch in a 

protective way that's not -- that you weren't going to help them find gravity.  And the fact of the matter is I 

can't put you to gravity, you have to put yourself there.  And on my moving you there, this is one of the 

things that is very different for you as OTs and PTs, there is no such thing as someone learning to move 

their hands on them and then them learning to move with your hands off of them, it doesn't happen.  They 

learn to move with your hands on them.  And they will develop in their own pathway with your hands on 

them; and when you take your hands off of them, they won't be able to do it.  Okay.  So it's really, really 

important with young children that we get our hands off more quickly.  That's what I'm trying to do.  But 

anyway, so all these vests is for somebody for temporarily her not to feel single points of pressure 

including my hands.  So then I'm going to place her at a table that again… 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Wait, is that a teacher's vest or her vest? 

KAREN KANGAS: Her vest.  She's got a vest on.  Not my vest.  Anyway, shut up.  You are mad.  She 

[inaudible] send her to the other room.  I can only -- I don't say shut up to all students, but to her.  You 

have to understand.  She doesn't understand except anything, except very plain English.  And so 

misbehaving soul sitting upfront here.  Okay.  Anyway, so what I want to do with Emma is the other thing I 

want to make sure of is when we're looking at weight-bearing.  I've got to look all around their classroom 

and the one thing I told you is I don't want to have her whole trunk visible of the table which -- if you really 

look at your peewee tables and you look at how very young children use them.  They only use them when 

the table is still a little bit high for them, if they can reach over or they bend over them.  So you have to be 

really careful, but those of us who are propping kids -- who are propping kids at this adult position which 

is not helpful.  So I want the table to be high so their hands and head are close together and that she's 

moving forward.  Okay.  So she's not here, she's moving forward, so her hands and eyes are 

approaching.  Now, the other reason I'm showing this slide is these are the toys -- please give these away 

if you have them.  You know, the doctor's offices would be preferable because the only thing they're good 



for is for giving another child a head injury and at least in the doctor's office, the doctor is present.  Okay.  

I don't like anything that comes close to a busy box and they are not playful, they have clearly been made 

by adults who don't know anything about children and play.  So, this is one of those -- when I say a head 

injury, what happens is a toddler will take the cow or the pig, they won't care, give it a swing and bonk 

someone with it.  All right.  That's the only thing a child will naturally that will invite them to do.  It's stupid, 

you squeeze the cow, it makes a moo.  You can't -- you can't even pick it out, you can't move it.  Any of 

the busy boxes, a kid can do one or two of them.  By the time they can do all of them, it's so stupid.  It 

does -- it doesn't go anywhere, it doesn't do anything.  I can't make anything happen.  So, these are not 

toys to me.  These are anti-toys.  And so we don't want those.  So I need to look for something that is a 

toy and it is a plastic carrot.  Okay.  Now, some people say, "I can't believe a plastic carrot is an 

interesting toy."  Yes, it is because it is -- it looks like a carrot, it could be a carrot, we can eat that carrot.  

But that carrot could become a hammer, it could be a poker, it could be a comb, it could be a brush, it 

could be anything and if you really work with kids -- I will never forget when my two-and-a-half-year-old 

was working -- playing in a playhouse and couldn't find a blanket and picked up a rock and put it on a 

baby, "Here's a blanket.  Okay.  Go to sleep."  She just put a rock on her belly.  Okay.  All right.  You 

know, that's flexible thinking.  All right.  But if you're around young children, she only got the idea of 

something had to be on the top of you.  And when I just glanced around, the closest something I had was 

going to go on top of you.  Now, it would have been a ball probably.  At least it was something that was 

flat, but it doesn't -- you know, that's I'm trying to say is I think we get way too hung up.  What I want you 

to see is she clearly picked up the carrot.  Now, she is weight-bearing.  She is at a table that's of an equal 

height and I presented her with a carrot which she picked up.  Her mom is crying because she's never 

seen her hold anything.  All right.  Now, unfortunately, this is the only reason I've chosen this ball.  This is 

the secret.  It's the only thing that was high enough in the environment for me to have her, so I knew that 

she would be on those feet.  Okay.  And the physical therapist is saying, "I've never seen those feet be 

down the floor.  They have always been pulled up."  And it's clearly why I have her barefoot too so I 

wouldn't see her pulling up.  Now, I don't want to hold the chair but because it is a ball, I can't jump off of it 

and expect her for the first time in her life to hold it in the ball.  Do you know what I mean?  That's too 

much.  But I want to get off of it because I don't know how much I'm helping her by being on the ball.  So 

I'm going to just move over so just my leg is on the ball and she's still able to maintain it.  And you can 

see then, she got mad at me when I took the carrot away.  And when she went like this [makes noise] her 

mother goes, "I'm writing that down in her baby book."  Because she'd never done raspberries.  I mean, 

her mom was like, "This is a day of firsts."  All right.  I mean, so I want you to understand that although I 

went there, people were really expecting me to do, they want an access to a communication device, they 

want -- or they also [inaudible] said maybe we can look at power for her.  I'm saying this is still where we 

have to begin, you know.  We -- so we've got to understand where the body is, how it's organizing.  And 

when I see that she could be using her hands, but not necessary to do what you wanted to or how you 

presented it to her.  So, when you give her something, if she's not going to use her hands, she's not going 



to be just a secret woozy, oh, give her an iPad because it doesn't take much touch, she's not going to 

reach out.  All right, because it's not going to make any sense.  And we've presented everything to her 

when she's been her, thinking as it is as opposed to understanding.  Now, we have to get her here and 

then look out for her to be able to reach out and as we do that, we can do stuff.  All right.  So with Emma, 

the other thing is I have -- oh, this is Emma then she only had to wear that vest for two weeks.  This is her 

sitting in a chair without a vest two weeks later.  And I would just want to show you a difference against 

the seats.  This is a chair we frequently have in preschool and this chair is dramatically different but you 

wouldn't think so, and it's not just that it's in color.  It's this back is reclined and these armrests are too 

high, so when you're in it, that's what you look like.  Okay.  So you lean back, you give up your legs, you 

give up your arms, and I can just smile; and, again, I have a smiling life as opposed to a working life.  All 

right.  Now, when we start looking at that, what that leads me to is also this issue.  So, when I told you 

we're going to be talking about switches, switch activity lessons, activity engagement, and postures.  So, 

we have to get here.  This is classically, what circle times look like when I go around.  All right.  Now, I 

don't know when we decided to worship at the altar of circle time but I am here.  We -- it's time to lose a 

religion.  Okay.  What is the purpose of a circle time?  Please, anybody? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Social. 

KAREN KANGAS: Social?  Social what?  What does that mean? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Social interaction. 

KAREN KANGAS: Social interaction.  I'm going to say "Hi" and you say "Hi" back? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: I'm thinking instruction. 

KAREN KANGAS: Instruction. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Like circle time in the morning to go in the calendar on the day, the weather. 

KAREN KANGAS: Okay.  But a calendar in a day and the weather isn't to me instructions.  Okay.  And if 

we really look at where the circle times begin -- the type of microphone working is [inaudible]? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: No.  I don't know. 

KAREN KANGAS: I thought so.  I may be without a battery.  Low battery. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Will you use this while I go get a battery? 

KAREN KANGAS: No, I'll use my big voice.  I can't hold and talk.  All right.  So, what I was going to say is 

if we look at where the beginning of circle time begin, which by the way was not in preschool.  Circle time 

begun in kindergarten and first grade to organize the day.  So, you knew, readiness, come in, I come to 

circle, and now we say what the day is.  Today, we have gym.  Remember that we're going to be getting 

out early, we're going to make -- so-and-so the birthday.  Okay.  So it was the time.  Now, by the time 

they get second grade -- and by the way at third grade, there's no more circle time, but by second grade 

is about the last time.  In second grade, it now becomes a vehicle by which a wonder soon gets to be the 

teacher.  So, they want to be the person who they are going to review the day.  So, they get -- so, in -- by 



second grade, you get a student, "Yehey."  They're so excited they could be a teacher and they get to 

say, the weather is this and the calendar is this, and today we have gym.  Okay.  So it was a method of 

organizing the day and it was a readiness, when I come in the room, I'm not going to wander around, 

we're going to come over here, so it's a little gathering for us to review the day, and then we're going to go 

off onto our day.  That's what it's for.  It certainly was not meant to be longer than five minutes.  Okay.  I'm 

finding, circle time is the day.  And review of what the weather does not impact your functional life.  You 

can be your whole life lived without knowing what the weather is and life would really go on.  So, what do 

we do?  When we then had taken school age, I told you, to start it in kindergarten. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: We're ready. 

KAREN KANGAS: It's ready?  Okay, great.  Thank you.  Okay.  So, when we start in kindergarten, which 

now of course all of preschool is the imitation of kindergarten, so by the time we get to kindergarten, all 

the kids are bored because I've already -- they never -- what two-year-old cares about the Pilgrims 

honestly?  You know, stop that, stop that, stop that.  Anyway, that's another lecture.  I couldn't resist that -

- so box it though.  All right.  Pilgrims not into a kindergarten at least.  Pilgrims are preferred in second 

grade but -- anyway, look at this.  How is this alike?  You know, again, if we're going to preschool, 

preschools do this because preschools imitate kindergarteners, but when you had a circle time, inevitably, 

the way the teacher handled kindergarteners because kindergarteners are massive issue to handle 

because of their bodies because they still aren't able to easily sit down for long periods of time.  So, you 

got to be a master of management so you want to have some times on the floor and then they've got to 

take their cardboards, work some place else; and then they got to do some activity because they need to 

have activity engaged in everything.  All right.  It's very important.  Actually, it would be great for all of us 

but it happens there.  So, when we imitate that with younger kids, how -- please tell me how well these 

kids are paying attention in whatever is the activity.  First of all, if you have everyone in an isolated 

situation, this is -- there are a lot of things that bother me about this.  First of all, I cannot tolerate that the 

children are not near each other.  The one thing you'll find out in kindergarten in circle time, kids are 

touching.  They're all snugged in together.  Well, how did it get written up where kids with disabilities have 

to be in seats that made only for them and they all have to be different sizes?  All right.  So -- and not only 

that, I really like the kid in the green shirt because his chair fits him.  Look at him, this one.  Don't you love 

this?  All right.  And then we have adult behind each one.  What is that, hiding?  The adult is back there 

secretly with the hand coming around, the puppeteer of the kids.  All right.  Then we have the 

communication devices down and right after this I would say, "Why are the communication devices 

down?"  "Oh, we can't have them up by the kids, they'll be touching them."  Oh, my God.  I think that they 

-- this is what we say, this isn't just the -- we all get to feel this pain, this is pain.  Okay.  This is another 

eye-poking-out experience.  Okay.  I'm telling you, I'm going to take a bloodletting.  All right.  So, here we 

are and this is so controlled, "Who's looking at this book?"  What time did a -- at three years of age, did 

your -- at night, say, "Go to your bed, I'm going to sit across the room and read to you."  We're reading 

stories, aren't we snugged in with preschoolers?  Aren't they in our laps?  Aren't they close by?  Don't 



they get to turn the page?  Don't we have a looking at them?  When did we start this presentation style?  

And that's what I'm trying to say is this is -- if I went and took pictures of circle time, this is what I would 

see.  I would not see even two kids looking at the same place.  That's my begging the question of what is 

the purpose of this and this is what happens, what she has programmed in that device is what the 

weather is.  Okay.  So, then, I come over.  Okay.  Here is my switch.  What is the day like?  "It's cloudy."  

She acts like that.  What is the day like?  "It's cloudy."  What is the day like?  "It's cloudy."  Each of them 

had a turn, write that down in your data sheet.  Three each had a turn.  First of all, if you're in a real circle 

time and one kid says it's cloudy, you don't ask any more.  You're done now.  One thing, you're done.  

Secondly, I -- these guys were really nice.  I didn't prepare them at all.  I just came close but to her eyes is 

she did have an eyebrow raised.  This one, she got a squinching over the nose.  Just think about that.  

Here it is, boink.  All right.  Stick in her face.  How is that a clue to "it's your turn"?  All right.  Because 

again, I've -- we've lost the purpose of what this is.  If it is a sharing time and I want it to happen, then I 

somehow need to have built into that that I would come over and say, "It's your turn to tell me what the 

weather is like.  I'm going to place this switch near by.  And you know what, when you touch it, I think we'll 

be able to hear about what the weather is like.  Here comes the weather, kids."  "It's cloudy."  "Thanks, 

Sue, I'm glad we were able to do that together."  I didn't do something substantially different and 

expecting independence, but it is substantially different what I did, isn't it?  One, she was prepared.  Two, 

I'm telling the kids to listen.  Three, she's sharing something, telling me it's -- and so it is she knowing 

what's going on.  And so what happens is, even so I'm not even going to make you, although I would like 

to, make you not use all of those chairs.  I do want you to alter how you're going to deal with things.  And 

one of the things is if it takes you, if you've got to get that device.  Now, I hope the device isn't hidden 

down there when you say it's cloudy, and only the switch appears.  But oftentimes it is, because, again, 

we have these big devices that we have this, so we have it down here, so we -- well, this is the time to 

use these, guys.  This is the time to use these, guys.  This is not a communication device.  I can use it for 

communicating.  It's not a communication device.  This to me is an augmentative to an augmentative 

device.  This can tell me, "Take out my augmentative device, it's in my back pack."  That's how it'd be in 

an augmentative to an augmentative device.  This could be an attention getter but this could be a perfect 

time where, "Could I have everybody have one?"  Great.  So, why can I have everybody have one?  Why 

can I have them set up and say, "Okay, here's yours.  Here's yours.  Let's see.  All right.  Here's yours.  

Here's yours.  Here's yours.  Okay."  Is this -- would this kind of look like what kindergartens doing?  

Everybody get their cotton paper.  Everybody has their thing.  We all have this -- okay, we have a white 

and blue, blue and -- okay, okay.  Now, I have a lot of choice about how I want this to be.  Do I want "it's 

cloudy and all of them"?  All right.  So, if you say it's cloudy, and you say it's cloudy, and you say it's 

cloudy, do you know what I'm going to say?  It sounds like a song.  Let's all do it together.  It's cloudy.  All 

right.  So, I could actually work on readiness that way, that we all come together at once, or we wait, or 

we can do something else.  But you see, you know, that's different, why would you have this big device if 

the purpose of the activity is to share something that's going to happen about the day.  That's what I want, 



some kind of a quick shot.  And when I want to look at their -- do I -- do I need to give everybody a turn?  

If you're feeling that need that everybody's going to get a turn, then identify that.  "Everyone's going to 

have a turn and today we're starting left to right," or "Everybody's going to have a turn, I'm going to pick it 

out the hat the order we're going to go in."  "I wonder what your -- I wonder if you're going to be first."  

You're not.  You're not first.  You are though.  First and second.  Let's get going."  Okay.  I'm not even 

going to go three and four because I'm going to lose you.  I already got one and two and they're right 

here.  She's already excited.  She's excited, too.  One and two, one and two, let's go, it's cloudy.  Hoo-

hoo.  All right.  Now, it is true that I'm acting out some of that but that's how really young kids need to 

know what's going on and I need to not go all around the table.  If I say it's your turn, "Oh, here's yours 

and yours is three.  I've lost this two.  And you're going to be the fourth.  He's first.  Did you know he's 

first?  He's first.  You're going to have to wait, wait, wait, wait."  No, but if I just do two, "Wait, you're not 

first, she's first.  You wait, wait, wait, wait.  Maybe tomorrow you'll be first but you're not first today.  She's 

first, she's first.  Are you ready?  Ready, ready, ready?  Here we go."  Okay.  So, if were doing that circle 

time, we need to start to understand that we have built in the technology and the language and the 

sessions.  And the next thing I like to do is I want to determine what readiness means in terms of the 

body.  And so when I say, I want the person to move forward or move towards me, I'm going to then, not 

just magically come up and jam this in their face.  Okay.  If I'm just dealing with two and I want to be here, 

I want to be placed in some place that they can anticipate it's coming to be ready, and then me to say, 

"It's your turn."  Now, if she touches, that's fine.  If she doesn't, I'm going to touch her.  I'm not going to 

say, "Now, please touch the switch."  See, I've lost the activity.  I wonder what the weather is like and it's 

your turn to tell me.  "It's cloudy."  Thanks.  See what I mean?  So, if I'm doing that, what is the activity?  

It's your turn, it's cloudy, you told me, I'm ready.  So I come up, approach, push into you, tell you it's 

ready; the next time, I'm going to keep doing that.  And guess what, the next time, just like she did as it 

approached, the kids are going to reach out on their own.  That's what you need to know, that's how you 

set up ready, that's how you set up ready.  So, in the beginning, it has to be, what is the activity?  Yes, I'm 

still controlling the activity, it is going to be about the weather, it's going to say it's cloudy in here.  I've 

identified you're going to be the first.  I'm telling you it's ready.  And when I get this close, I'm touching 

you, and then I'm going to say thanks because I'm going to identify it's over.  So, you're ready, here it is 

we're done.  Okay.  And when I do that, that's the way we're going to get anticipation of the outcome.  

Again, I'm going to tell it, that's how you get -- you don't get switches from prompting for switches.  And 

you have to make sure what's really great about this is I automatically have brought up to your head.  I'm 

not going to use your head, your hand, your eyes, your elbow, every body gets face.  Okay.  And if I'm 

going to do hand, everybody's going to do it hand.  I can still go like this.  Okay.  I can just as easily do 

that.  As I'm doing that, do you know what?  Kids will raise their hand in anticipation of that as well when it 

comes.  That's all it's requiring because I've moved close to them in terms of doing that.  So, those which 

sound extremely simple are hugely important for developing and understanding of what is this activity.  

That thing is saying something that she's paying attention to you, but she is also asking me and it's now 



my turn.  And I need to posturally respond and listen in terms of being able to do it.  Super simple, can 

make your morning activity effective.  And what's really, really important is that do not expect.  If someone 

is functioning at a preschool level -- you guys, if I right now said, "Okay.  The four of you here, I'm going to 

pass out your papers."  Now, I'm bringing them down, down, down.  She's kind of waiting but you guys 

over here like, "Oh, when are we ever going to get the papers?  Over here, we're going to need the 

papers."  I mean, it really takes an adult to understand waiting then.  So, in that preschool, you should be 

staying with two at once.  So, if you got them sitting there, you should have instead of one person running 

this whole group, why can't you have one person focusing on two and one person focusing on two.  In 

fact, if I had my druthers, I've had a -- if you really want everybody to get there, the only reason a 

kindergarten teacher has everybody get there is because she doesn't have aids and they're not in chairs.  

She's using everybody there on the carpet squares for management.  If she had her druthers of teaching, 

she doesn't teach the whole class and she is not expecting that to be a teaching lesson.  All that is is a 

sharing of what's going with the day and no one is wild.  The whole point of that activity is, "Please, come 

in and sit on your butt, so I know how many are here.  We can get the lunch count done.  Yes, it's the 

weather, blah, blah, blah.  Now, we can go on for a day."  A kindergarten teacher never teaches the 

whole class.  She works in small groups.  So, the same thing for our kids.  If they're really young, why are 

you having them sit around all waiting and what I love is -- you know what else we do?  We get the kid 

ready for group and them we bring them over but it's not their turn.  So, they get there like, [makes noise] 

pick their nose, fart, smell, look around, it doesn't matter, fall asleep, drop their head, because they're not 

ready.  Okay.  The other thing is is if I'm working with kids who really have severe disabilities, I want them 

to know maybe even stronger that it's their turn, then I did which is coming up with the switch that far.  

And one of the ways I can do that is I can be nearby and they've got a chest harness on.  I can unlatch 

one piece of the chest harness to drop it down and then present the switch, and then take the switch 

away and then hook up the chest harness.  They're going to say, "Well, that's nothing."  "Do you know 

what, just do that a few times.  And you know what, as soon as I touch that chest harness, that head's 

going to move over towards the switch."  We need to pair function with process.  We need to pair function 

with process.  And the process can't be directed by you, it has to have a physical component of 

anticipation.  We as human beings are meant to interact with each other, to anticipate what's going to be 

coming next when someone comes close to us, and then recognize the process of that function, and it 

makes a huge difference.  So, if someone's all buttoned up and everything is there, and I just show up 

and say it's your turn and they do it.  That's all me doing too much.  But if I do come over and I unlatch 

something and say, "Now, it's your turn," and then latch it up, see, I've given a really strong signal of lots 

of these.  I often frequently tell if I can't do that, I will just tilt them or un-tilt to five degrees.  But you have 

to be able to get at that tilt.  If you have to go all the way around the back, tilt them and then come all the 

way around the front, and then go all the way around the back and tilt them, too much.  Okay.  It could be 

that you could have a -- I don't have them with me.  But I often frequently -- but I could just use a towel or 

-- oh, yes, I do have it here.  I also will use a flaxseed pillow, okay, which you'll see in some of my stuff.  



So same thing, I've got that kid who doesn't -- and you'll still have that head control if you'll just lean back 

in your chair.  Okay.  And so I want to tell them we're ready.  Okay, we're going to be reworking on circle 

time again.  Let me just bring this here.  I can just drop it behind them quickly like this and then come 

forward with the switch.  Okay.  So all I've done is move them away from the back slightly, drop this in 

place, and be able to pull it out.  But this one's too big for her.  It shouldn't be this one so it wouldn't 

accidentally, bonk, bonk, bonk, bonk, you know, hey, how do you like it?  "Oh, we're having fun now."  

You know, because that's lost the point in lesson, all right?  So I want you to think what clues are you 

giving your kids that it's their turn?  What clues are you telling them that they're done?  Because you 

must, you must build it in and it must have an action attached to it.  That's how they're going to learn.  

Okay.  All right.  So I love this here.  I think he caught his movement, did you see that?  The -- see -- oh, 

no, it's the same kid.  He moved on the other side and fell the other way.  All right.  Okay, here it is.  All 

right.  I've -- this is sort of a difference in slides.  Okay.  So the other thing is is I want to tell you, is 

although we grab things together and in terms of adults, if you look at again and I really encourage you to 

do this.  Now, it takes a lot of courage to look at yourself critically.  And trust me, I have seen hours of my 

ass that I have never wanted to see as people who videotaped me and the camera gets caught.  Is that -- 

you know, honestly, I don't know it enough.  You have to show it to me.  All right.  But anyway, you are 

going to learn, it doesn't have to be for anybody else to look at, and the one thing I'm going to tell you is, 

you know, you want to learn and I think it's funny -- I don't -- any of you ever here Freakonomics?  Is 

anybody here NPR fans and listen to a program called Freakonomics?  If you haven't, you need to pod -- 

download this podcast Freakonomics.  Okay.  And it's the economist who wrote about the reason behind 

everything, I mean, and they're really clever guys and it's always interesting.  But they did a show -- and 

you never know what it's going to be on it, it can be on psychology, it can be on economics, it can be on a 

whole lots of things; they're just very interesting fellows.  And one of them, it was interesting where a 

study's done on the positive of negative.  And this I want to share with you because it now makes -- 

rationalizes my critiquing all the way.  It turns out that if in fact you're trying to look at a skill set as an 

adult, it does not help you if someone just tells you, you do a good job.  Only in the beginning when you're 

brand new you -- do you need a "good job" for someone to encourage you to keep going.  But if you have 

a skill set, the only thing you really will respond to is something negative.  When somebody just says 

"good job", you clearly will start to ignore them.  But if they did say, "You know what, you spoke too long 

and you repeated yourself there and over-accentuated that," because he did this with one of the 

commentators he works with.  And the guy does go like, "Oh, yeah.  I'm go glad you came today to save--

" you know, and he's like, "No, listen to that."  And the guy said, "I didn't even realize I did that."  That's 

what I mean is "I didn't realize I did that" and could take that because we're looking at improving our skill 

set.  So the more experience you are, the more negative feedback you acquire.  Okay.  Not because 

someone says, "You're a fat slob, sitting on your ass not doing anything."  Now, that's not helpful.  Okay.  

Instead what you want to say, you know, you want to be talking about -- I don't think you prepared the kid 

for that.  You just kind of see how you rushed in there.  You know, we can do that with each other and I 



really try and do that in short sessions to look at the circle time and say, "What are our readiness cues?  

What are not our readiness cues?  What were you looking at with him?  And what was happening with the 

leaning boy today?"  You know, because we got the leaning tower of pizza, and then we have collapsed 

boy here.  And when we look at the leaning boy and collapsed boy, the next thing we see is we see one 

adult's bed on a cube, one on her knees, one on a different chair.  Because I want to tell you, 

environment is everything to being ready.  So I'm telling you again what I think, like, kindergarten 

classroom, everyone is on the floor, the teacher is in a place, they're always in the same part of the room.  

The environment says, this is the activity, this is how we behave while we're here.  And I know we have 

multipurpose rooms that are really hard but I'm telling you, everybody -- you got to need to say if all adults 

are sitting on cube chairs, all adults sit on cube chairs.  Because when you got somebody on the floor, 

someone here, the environment is changing.  So it means I literally get to avoid my readiness of the 

activity by becoming aware that so much is changing my environment.  This is the biggest challenge we 

face in our classrooms that have involved kids who are all non-speaking or many of them are in 

wheelchairs is this classroom is run by the adults.  And it is for the convenience of the adults and it make 

sense for the adults' bodies, there is no traffic pattern, there are no learning centers, there is no part of 

the room that I can tell you what's about to happen there.  I know that you've lots of equipments so we 

have -- so we'd need even to be more understanding.  I'm not saying that it's easy.  I'm saying we have to 

be much clear about how we get ready for lunch.  Let me give you another example, at lunchtime you 

have some kids who're fixing their food, you have some other kids who are getting some food coming 

down, you have other ones who're pulling out of lunch, some have to be over here; but they all are 

generally at the same table which by the way everything happens at, right?  Okay.  So some are in their 

chairs, one might be put in a different chair.  And when this is happening, I'm going to tell you what's 

going on.  The adults are catching up on their weekend, human nature.  Okay?  I'm going to say, "It's 

lunchtime," we're turning down the lights, we're turning on some classical music and we're lighting a 

candle.  Okay.  Everything comes here, who's getting fed first?  We're gong to identify this and if you start 

talking about your weekend, that's not what we're talking about today.  Okay.  You get to sit down and talk 

about the food but you don't get talk about your weekend.  We need signals that say, "It's lunchtime."  We 

need signals to say -- I will never forget when I -- or I create play environments for kids.  That's one of the 

other things I love to do.  And when you're working with two-year-olds, the trouble is in United States is 

we still homogenously group preschoolers which in Europe they don't.  They have multiple groupings.  

But in any rate, if you have a classroom of 18-month to 26-month-olds, you cannot tell them to go wash 

their hands for lunch, they're not going to be doing it.  But what you do is when the lunch appears, they're 

running over there, you just say, "Hands first [makes noise]."  Okay.  So they have to be headed towards 

the lunch and you just, "Hands first," but they have to see the lunch, they have to almost be salivating and 

then go wash their hands.  If you say, ''It's time for lunch," [makes noise] ain't happening.  All right.  It 

actually happens for also kids on the spectrum.  They -- transition is horrible, so they have to see the next 

transition to know how to be able to get over there.  So you have to have created a structure that they 



know what's next for them to able to see, for you to be able to help them get over there.  Not you tell them 

it's now we're done.  Not big enough of a signal.  That's just not kids on the spectrum, that's all of us, so 

when I said seating is situationally specific, our environment dictates our behavior and we need to create 

in our environments, and we've got so many adults and this is what I say when I try and talk to 

paraprofessionals, I want to say to them, "I want you to just think about what you're doing, just 

consciously, I want you to step outside and watch yourself for the first 45 minutes of your day.  Just watch 

yourself."  What are you doing in the classroom?  What are you saying?  What are you doing?  Just, you 

know, you do this silently yourself.  I want you to watch yourself.  You don't have to tell me or anything 

else.  And then I want you to imagine yourself in a first grade classroom doing that."  They'd tell you to a 

one, they wouldn't do it.  Because if you walk into a first grade classroom, we walk in carefully, we seek 

permission from the teacher whether we can come in or stay back to the side, we don't interrupt the 

lesson, we take the lay of the land, is that -- am I right?  When we walk into a kid's special ed classroom, 

what are we walking in?  "Hi, how are you?  [inaudible] that's a nice shirt."  You know, what is this about?  

Okay.  We have lost our view because our children are not able to be assertive enough.  When we're in 

kindergarten and first grade, why do we have to respect that?  Because we could create chaos quickly, 

it's not a picnic.  And this is the hardest thing and yet the easiest thing; meaning, you don't need special 

equipment to do this, you don't need assistive technology to do this.  But it's the hardest thing because 

you have to have people actually think about of what you're doing.  So you have to become conscious 

about their efforts.  So when I start to do this, I get -- just go back and I will try and take a picture 

throughout the day, just shots, physical shots through the day where everybody is.  And it's a way for us 

to invite looking at, how is our room organized?  How we signal our kids of what we're going to do in this 

part of the room?  Is it all adult directed?  Because I'm going to tell you most of it is.  Everything gets put 

away on shelves kids can't see, and then it gets pulled out but the kid has already brought over the table 

before he brings the stuff out.  The stuff should be at the table and then you bring the kid to the activity.  

Make sense?  All right.  Don't get the kid ready then go get the activity.  If the child can participate in the 

activity, here's an opportunity for them to be the helper.  Okay.  Because if you had a big group and you 

were a kindergarten teacher, you'd have a helper.  It's painting time, I need help getting the paint down.  

Bobby and Suzie you're my helpers today.  Well, that needs to happen to our kids.  Bobby and Suzie, 

come over here we're going to put on their lap the color and the paints so they're going to go over and 

bring it to the table to put on the table.  Even if they cannot hold it but you have taken them to where the 

paint is and you have brought them over to the table, do you understand what you're setting up?  You're 

setting up language because as human beings, we must understand the process in where things belong.  

This is how kids become engaged is they have to know where things are and participate.  And 

participation does not have to be their doing in things independently.  If you really watch your toddlers, 

how many things do they do on their own besides cry?  Okay.  I mean, even so we really work on them to 

pee and poop, it's really a big deal but all -- then that peeing and pooping, how long does it take that they 

actually can identify they have to go, go into the bathroom, completely control everything that's in the 



bathroom, go and come back out?  Do you know how old they are when they do that -- can do that?  Five, 

five years old, but do you know when we tell people their potty train?  At two.  Somewhere around two, 

two and a half, definitely three, we like it to be three.  And if it's over three, we're already thinking that you 

need therapy.  Fact of the matter is probably no, you probably need the therapy if it was two.  Because 

they aren't managing all that, we're in there.  Do you know what they are doing?  They're peeing and 

pooping in the pot.  Hoo-hoo.  Yay, that's great.  Okay.  Hopefully, not on command, that's a problem, 

they're going to need a therapy if you were doing that.  Okay.  So what I was going to say is that this is 

what somehow we forgot that we were part of that whole process.  Same thing, you're trying to get a two-

year-old ready for bed, you better start talking about it at dinnertime.  When we're finished eating, you're 

going to get in the tub and take a bath, and then we're going to get your pajamas on; and we're going to 

read three stories.  When you finish and get out, we're going to get into the tub, you're going to get into 

your pajamas, and we're going to read three stories.  And it's still going to be 9:00, even so you ate at 

6:00.  If you wait till 9:00, it's going to be 1:00 AM.  It's going to -- it takes that long for it, "But I wanted to, I 

just want to play a little bit longer."  You remember you're going to get in the tub, okay?  We're going to 

get the pajamas on.  You're in the tub now, then, what's the next thing?  We're going to get the pajamas 

on, three stories.  They're going to still beg your five.  Okay.  But what'll happen is that you set that up.  

That's how -- that's the structure in terms of what's going on.  So our kids are not getting an idea of a 

schedule, they don't know what's coming next.  They don't know how to prepare stuff and then we don't 

understand why they're put -- not putting in a sentence together.  What do you think helps you understand 

how a sentence goes together?  It's not that someone -- you know, you didn't sit down with your child and 

you say, "Today we're learning how sentence goes together."  I want a pronoun at the beginning, then I 

want a verb, you can add an adjective if you feel -- it feels good or an adverb.  I'll explain that more later, 

maybe when you're three.  You put them together because your environment has told you what's ready, 

how things go together.  How things go to together has everything to do with how you put a sentence 

together?  How things go together has everything to do with how to put a sentence together?  All right.  

Next I want to show you, setting a kid walk and they're going to say, "Wow this really doesn't look like 

switch access."  And what I want to tell you is really funny is I was teaching a paramobility course for 

really young kids, and a mom came up to me who -- as an OT who works with young kids who have 

disabilities, and this is her son who -- and her son has spinal muscular atrophy.  And I said to her I know 

everybody thinks I'm going to do paramobility and you guys saw me do paramobility, and I do do 

paramobility.  But I also want to say that one of the things I talked about early on which you all felt badly 

about as we should is how long our kids have their feet on the floor.  Not, right?  How long do we have 

our kids on floor?  Now, if we again look at really young children and we look at how they played, do they 

go to a desk?  Do they sit at that little table and chair?  They sometimes are on the floor, they change 

their positions a lot; they do a lot of things standing up, right?  They have a lot of positions, little ones.  

And in preschool, we're pretty good at dealing with lots of those positions in preschool.  Why?  Because 

they're little.  Okay.  So they're still little.  What happens when you get to school age?  This is the chair 



you get, this is the chair you live in, this is the chair you'd stay in, this is the chair you're fed in, this is the 

chair you get to go home in, and you -- we might let you out after lunch.  Okay.  So the seating is not 

situationally specific.  I don't wake up in the morning and say, "Here's my chair.  Let's see.  Why did I 

bring this chair for today?  It's not going to fit in the restaurant tonight."  I don't pick a chair.  I go some 

place and the chair dictates to me how I'm to behave.  So again, our -- when kids are little, they do that.  

Even in preschool, we do that.  We have them -- and we don't just put them in a standing frame and then 

get a toy to distract them, oh, except if you're PT.  I just couldn't resist that, honest to God.  My OT starts 

to come out as I'm tired, just starts to sing, sing, sing.  Okay.  Anyway.  All right.  So we aren't looking at 

static positioning because really young children can't tolerate static positioning.  Well, the reality is human 

beings can't tolerate static positioning.  Okay.  So what are we looking at?  Well, one of the things that's 

really, really interesting is we start looking at equipment.  All the equipment we have today, we get to 

thank ourselves for because this is from thinking of 25 years ago.  Twenty-five years ago, we thought if 

we put you in different postures, we were redoing something.  You know, what's really interesting is, "Why 

are you in a standing frame?  Why do you think people are in a standing frame?  Why are you supposed 

to stand up?"  Anybody? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: For weight-bearing. 

KAREN KANGAS: As long as your legs are even, you're non-weight-bearing.  As soon as my legs are in 

the exact same place, I'm going to lock my knees, lock my hips, and I'm not weight-bearing, it'll collapse 

my trunk.  The only way I'm weight-bearing is if I'm active, my legs cannot be in the same position.  

Standing frames were not developed for kids, they were develop paras, paraplegics, no sensations, here 

down, can't feel anything.  Why did we put them in a static standing frame and have them symmetrical?  

Because they couldn't hold themselves up.  And why did we want them to stand?  It wasn't for weight-

bearing.  We wanted them to urinate and void better because they were dying of urinary track infections.  

We wanted the organs to realign and we wanted to maintain some muscle length.  That's what you're 

doing in a static standing frame.  Not bad for you to be able to pee better, not bad that your organs 

realign, not terrible that I try and look out maintaining muscle length, but it's not active.  Okay.  Active 

means I have to weight shift.  Even me, right here, I now have already given it up.  I've locked my knees, 

my locked my hips, and even so I'm sort of holding my trunk, my hands have become woozy.  I can't even 

lift them up to my shoulders, I can't.  I won't para there.  I just have to make one shift and now I can reach.  

So what's going to happen is I want us -- I'm not interested in a walker as much as people on walker, I 

want a dynamic standard.  Okay.  So I want a standard that can move easily, that can get you close to a 

table and that you can also sit down.  And we happen to have it on our [inaudible].  I tell you, if you guys 

haven't signed up on Thursday, you need to hear Christine right here who's the inventor of this by the 

way, which I just -- oh, wonderful.  Anyway, but this happens to be the walker of my preference.  I'm going 

to show -- I know I show you Seth, and so when I started talking to people about as much as I love power, 

what is the one thing I hate?  Your feet are on the floor.  And honestly, if I had power chairs that I could 

have little power chairs indoors for kids to have first initial experiences, I'd have their feet on the floor and 



I'd have them shuffling along with them.  That's how slow I want the chair to go.  So they could feel where 

they are.  The only reason we have leg rest on chairs are for desensitized people or for people that 

whose legs are hanging for a period of time.  But if I put a prop under your foot, you'll give up weight-

bearing at the pelvis, which means you'll lose your head.  Okay.  So having footrest on with your feet 

strapped in a polymer, make sure you don't have head control.  Those things all prevent head control.  

Now, what's going to happen is I happened to talk about this, and so I said what I like is I want the ability 

for a kid to be able to sit partially and stand up on their own and still be able to reach stuff.  Okay.  So 

we've tended to when we've made walkers.  First of all, we have -- we -- nobody could get anywhere 

close with their hands.  All right.  And our stander is same thing, our standers -- do you all have your 

standers?  Our standers are feet still right on the floor.  Oh, what's that about?  Here's a stander, get on a 

footrest.  You don't think that's a strong message, well, why?  Because we replicated in pediatrics what 

we are doing for paras.  We did it without thinking.  Now, in the beginning, it was better than nothing 

because our kids -- our kids are really involved kids.  They were left in bed or they didn't live.  It was one 

of the two.  So getting them up was better but I'm saying we've created this monster and we've got to 

change it, we've got to change it.  So we need to look at, we need to look at high-low chairs.  I love the 

high-low chairs.  When the high-low chairs first came out, you still were basically on a car seat.  The only 

thing you could go down was go low.  I want you down with your feet on the floor.  I don't want the footrest 

on.  I want it off.  I want the feet down on the floor.  And then I want you be able to pop up to be able to 

move into a feeded -- feeding position.  All right.  So we're going to look at this.  So what I want to show 

you Seth is is she actually was excited about the electronic switches that we were using, and she came 

up just like somebody did earlier saying that, "How does that really work?"  And I had promised him, "I'm 

going to show you in just a minute."  And -- but I said to her, "Do you know what, I would really like you to 

try it in a kid walk."  And I'm sorry to say, I just had a class at Misericordia and everybody was supposed 

to put the equipment back the way it was, and I trusted these students.  And -- but my fault is I didn't 

double check.  So I'm missing the headrest that goes on here.  But the headrest holds tubing that I can 

take this exact headrest out and put on that.  And I'm going to show you a video of that.  So I'm able to -- 

you all got excited at the power chair but I can have these electronic switches in the headrest still in this 

frame with a little battery pack.  So let me show you that.  All right.  So what I want you to see is this mom, 

although she came down looking at -- dealing with power, she said her son didn't use his hands very 

much.  And you know with spinal muscular atrophy, you lose your hands quickly or you lose the shoulders 

and you may have a little bit a hand, you don't have much.  And so -- and he was seated all the time.  

They were having trouble getting him standing.  You know, they were all worried -- because again, these 

guys are just [inaudible] but he was getting a new vest.  And so what happened is is with this, when she 

put him in this chair -- this is him at the very first time in it, his hands went to touch those wheels.  Now, 

they aren't on there necessarily for you to push.  It wasn't -- you can certainly but it was really meant 

actually it'd be easy to turn.  But what I wanted you to see is this is what she saw the quality of him 

changed.  When she got him this close, before he had always been in a chair with a tray because that's 



what we do.  We've got this chair all around you and then we've got this tray.  When he was in this, he 

was finally able in preschool to have other kids near him.  Okay.  And you can get that close.  In the same 

first day, she saw him -- he had never been able to really move, pick up his feet.  He still hadn't been able 

to -- been doing that.  He was doing that because he wanted to get over here.  And what I wanted to say 

is, "I don't care."  This is the one part -- I know PTs aren't going to be upset at me.  I don't care if you 

never walk in this.  What I like about it is it's an active standard you're going to sit here, and look how 

easy it is for me to bring you in some place.  Okay.  Let's go over here and I have you in a more upright 

posture that I can play with that's not in that other chair.  Okay.  So I can have y1ou here.  So I don't see 

this as, "Oh, we're now in a walker.  Let's go walking down the hall."  I'd just say, "This is classroom 

equipment.  This is classroom equipment."  You can be seated in this.  You can sit -- I'm not going to feed 

you in this but it would be an opportunity for me to get you out and for classroom equipment.  Okay.  So 

let's look at -- let's look at Christopher.  Now, he is from Pennsylvania and he is on the video I showed.  

And I was just going to show you how close I could get him to a table and he was another kid who when I 

asked people, they said, "He's very interested in what everybody else is doing, but he just doesn't seem 

to get that engaged."  Okay.  So let's look at a video of him in his kid walk [inaudible].  Okay.  With 

PowerPoint projectors, it takes a little longer for your videos to kick in.  Now, PTs, don't be upset.  He 

does walk in it.  Here we go.  Okay.  There's proof positive.  And it -- that is allowed.  Okay.  But as I say, I 

want us to look differently at how we're working in seating systems.  You can't hear it but it's coming, it's 

coming, it's coming.  It's like Waiting for Godot.  Come on.  Here we go.  Okay.  So here he is.  All right.  

See how it got the same head array.  It fits right into the headrest bracket.  And I've got the switches 

hanging down here for -- and he's got two switch control.  This happens to be a small laptop that's got a -- 

this is a book that every time you turn the page, there's a little animal and it makes the noise of what it is.  

Okay.  So the dog barks, the cow moos.  But he can control how quickly he wants to go through the 

pages.  And we're not in his classroom.  We're in the physical therapy classroom.  This isn't still the best 

bet, but I wanted you to see is people are saying that, "He couldn't pay attention to where his head was."  

Well, a lot of times you're stuck in the chair you're in.  So if you can get out and you can get upright, this 

can be more interesting.  But at the same time, I don't want us just looking at a book.  All right.  So what I 

was going to say is, I want you to imagine -- two things I want to show you in term -- in terms of the kid 

walk and one of the reasons I had it over here.  Another problem that I have in our adult-controlled 

classrooms… 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: What is [inaudible] 

KAREN KANGAS: Just for fun. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: For the adults? 

KAREN KANGAS: No.  They're just for fun.  Anyway, classically, when we're in a classroom -- this will be 

the setup.  The kids would be here and the teacher would be here.  And I want you to reverse that.  I want 

the kids here and I want the teachers here.  And the reason I want that is one of our biggest problems in 

the classroom is people are telling me that kids are distracted.  So what happens is when you have 



somebody back to the room, when you have a learning center and you have a back to the room, your 

kid's going to constantly be looking around.  If you create a learning center where there are kids with 

disabilities who don't get to see what's going on are in the corner and get to face the room.  So I like to 

have learning centers where they're in the corners facing the room.  Okay.  So the teacher's there, here's 

our activity.  Now, as they get distracted, guess what it is, it's looking over, "Oh, I see you there."  And I 

get to call them back to the activity, but they don't have to change to look around behind them.  Is that 

making sense?  This is a huge deal.  All right.  So if in fact we were doing -- still we're looking at that little 

book, any time that I'm looking at an activity, that we're going to do a teaching lesson about.  Now, when 

somebody comes in who wants me to deal with access, I want to look at the whole lesson.  I want you to 

ensure that there is a communication device.  I want you to ensure that there is an augmentative to an 

augmentative device.  Oops, I think I have this one.  I want you to have some switch toys.  I want you to 

have some real books.  And what I didn't get to do is have my -- I also have electronic books.  I usually 

have all of these and I have some real props.  Now if anyone can guess, we're going to have a lesson 

about the fireman.  Now, I have a lot of books and we can choose what we're going to do, we can talk 

about safety, we can talk about the fire truck, it depends on the age group.  If it's a preschool, we're going 

to talk about the fireman.  What the fireman does?  So we're going to have fireman hats that we can wear.  

Okay.  We're going to put on.  And guess what?  This is the hose.  This is the water.  Okay.  Then I'm 

going to shoot out.  Okay.  So this -- somebody gets the hose just a big noodle and you can make this 

really big.  The bigger it is, the more fun it is, and those things being really long.  What I really wish would 

be is you can also cut a real hose, but a real hose without water coming out of it is really not fun.  It's 

much more fun to have the noodle with to pretend because when it's the real hose, I do say too, "We 

need real water."  But there aren't too many classrooms that let me bring a hose in and just shoot it 

around, you know.  I do in preschools outdoors but -- anyway.  Okay.  So we need to have -- oh, I moved 

all the switches around.  All right.  I know where one is.  Over here.  And so this is some of the things 

because I want everybody to have some terms in terms of what they're doing.  Okay.  So we need to 

have -- we need to have our light going.  And then we're going to call the fire engine, you know, we're 

going to do that.  We might have little fire trucks.  Okay.  We got to have somebody's got to hold the fire 

extinguisher.  They might drop it.  We've got to have that.  Okay.  Now, we have to have a burning 

building and it needs to be full of kids we have to save.  All right.  And these two are already in the ashes.  

That's why they're dirty.  See, they already got the ashes on them.  All right.  So we might have to save 

the children.  And I know this is something that a lot of people do is a lot of people have this.  Oops.  

Blaming on the switch.  A lot of people have a fan.  I just don't think any kid in their right mind, I'd say, 

"Okay.  You're kid I'm giving you a fan.  You know, this is like what you get for birthday, a fan."  Now, 

when they're over 50, we'll gladly take them.  Okay.  So give us a fan, we're happy.  Okay.  But children, 

this is your birthday present, a fan.  Kind of not cool.  All right.  I don't get that.  So what I was going to say 

is however if the fan becomes the fire.  Okay.  So this can be the fire that's burning down the house that 

we have to save the kids from.  Okay.  So this could be the fire.  This could be the water.  We could make 



this the pump or the hose.  So see how that's different.  Now, my girl over there was -- who was supposed 

to be helpful made this a pretty woozy fire.  We need to have to be -- we need to have a flaming… 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: It's a woozy fan. 

KAREN KANGAS: It is a woozy fan.  We need a flaming inferno.  So -- and, you know, and so we could 

bring in a bigger thing, but what I'm trying to say is, now, all about this -- so when I'm going to have some 

kids engaged in switch access, I could have a kid in a chair, I could have a kid in a walker that they're 

managing the fire with the head switch.  Right.  And they could still be wearing the fire hat.  Okay.  We 

could be telling a story.  I could have somebody with a hose.  Is this trying to make sense to you?  That 

when we have -- I'm not saying interesting activities, and guess what I'm going to be doing?  Instead of 

me jumping around and talking to them, I'm going to be using the communication device.  To make this 

powerful, I'm going to put my fun here.  Not give this to somebody else.  I got to make this be interesting 

enough.  And what I want to show you is, here we plugged in the mechanical switch.  You guys all saw 

that.  All right.  What I never want to see even as cool as this is, I do not want to see one kid -- this is the 

activity.  We're done.  All right.  You see?  I'm not touching anything.  Okay.  Isn't this fun?  I'm really 

engaged now.  Okay.  Now, what is interesting -- so I think they made it as a switch toy.  The way this toy 

was really made was to do this.  Is it a little more engaging? 

AUDIENCE: Uh-hmm.  Yeah. 

KAREN KANGAS: Okay.  So I still wouldn't want just one kid doing this.  It's still not going to be fun in 

terms of doing that, but this is a lot more for me to be able to be involved in, and then I have one switch, 

it'd play the whole song.  I mean -- and how am I looking for it -- for that to be more interesting.  I don't 

want to see a kid also just like, you know -- you know, smoking a little dope and watching the light.  I 

mean, really?  Okay.  So classically, we tend to have things and I like to mix them up.  So if we're having 

that little play thing, there's no reason that I can't have some real musical instruments.  I'm also going 

want an iPad.  I'm also going to want some kids to be dancing.  Okay.  They can be in the kid walk, we're 

up -- baby, we're getting up and dancing.  Okay.  So I can have -- I can have a multi -- multitude of things.  

And I can, in my communication device or my iPad or my computer, choose some songs.  Okay.  So I'm 

pulling up, choose some songs.  From those songs, I can have some vocabulary that I'm working on as 

we look at what kind of vocabulary we're going to be spending on.  Is that starting to make sense?  So 

that I want you always to be thinking at making this a rich activity that is inclusive; meaning, it can use the 

hands and it'd use the head, it can use assistive technology that's low-tech, it can use assistive 

technology that's high-tech, we have a beginning and middle and end; and it allows us to explore 

something.  We don't have a predetermined end.  We instead are able to do it.  So when I see -- I always 

end up -- if you're having such choice, I always like to have -- especially for the animals.  You must have 

at least two or three because they're going to get into fight.  See, that's the way they got to be fun, so you 

turn -- and even if you don't have all the switch activated, it's really fun to have a couple of them just 

standard.  Okay.  So you turn them on.  Let's see if this guy works.  Because he's just on his own now 

and running away.  And I can have somebody chase him.  Okay.  And I can have somebody get him.  



He's actually attacking Roboman.  All right.  But what you need to do is you need to build in some 

unpredictability in your play.  All right.  So what I was going to say is a lot of people say, "Well, I wish I 

could have, you know, a lot of preschool toys."  Well it's pretty easy.  Just get some puppets.  And now 

Elmo is going to be the crazy guy running.  Okay.  You can have Grover attack him or-- you know.  You 

know, now, the younger they are -- or especially when they're five, every five-year-old is sweet.  They 

don't like -- five-year-olds don't like fight.  Four-year-olds, they're big on it.  Oh, they like somebody in 

trouble.  All right.  So what I was going to say is if we start looking on how we are going to put the pieces 

together, it doesn't mean that I have always a matching set.  And I need to have stuff happening like this.  

I think this is a really -- I will then say to the kids, "Man, that is a poor excuse for a house.  It kind of, looks 

like just a little card board shack, you know.  What -- we need to help this house get to be a better house.  

What are the parts of a house that might make it be a little housier?  What can we do?  Do we need to 

build, put a roof on it?  Do we want to cut a window out?  Do -- can you see how I can -- from this, I can 

build a house, but we're going to come back with that house and destroy it with the fire.  Okay.  So see, 

then the fire can make it explode.  We can blow bubbles on it.  Oh, those bubbles aren't strong enough to 

put out the fire though, buddy, you know.  We can -- we can play with how that's going to happen.  So we 

can talk about it, we can do it.  And I will tell you another thing that I frequently do is -- it was so funny, the 

guys came in here and said, "So you didn't want the flip chart?"  And I said, "No, I didn't want the flip 

chart."  "But you wanted it to put up?"  "No, I wanted it right here."  I always -- I also like to have -- 

whatever activity we're doing.  I like to have a really big sheet of paper like a flip chart because I want to 

write the story of what we did.  Okay.  Now, we have iPads but if I write the story, what am I still talking 

about?  We write -- I'm going to write the story.  Let me just -- I'm going to make a little journal.  I'm going 

to write a story, I can draw a picture, we can do that.  And then we -- from that, we can add some video 

and what will happen is is we now know with our short little clips in our iPad in terms of video, we can 

then look at the story we did yesterday.  That -- look, that house is kind of sorry.  We do need to fix that 

house and then do another little video of it.  You can look at what you did yourself, you can play it again, 

or you can expand upon it.   Is that making sense?  So we're starting to create some scenarios.  Now, this 

is completely like school.  These are lessons that school teachers teach for younger kids.  And as they 

get older, the only thing needs to be is it needs to change.  No, I'm not going to do this with 17-year-olds.  

I am however going to use the explosives.  We might have to build a bomb.  You think I'm kidding?  But 

you know what, I'm not going to build a bomb, but I don't have a problem talking about terrorists.  I don't 

have a problem talking about 9/11.  I don't -- although, I know that -- and this is where when we start to 

make the shift when we start understanding, this isn't fake education.  This is age-appropriate stories.  All 

right.  And so what's going to happen is, is it maybe that we still want to act out some part of it, but we're 

not going to act it out with baby kids, you know, instead I might have figures this -- I grow up with paper 

dolls and I know some of you are too young to even know what those are.  But you know what?  You 

clearly still can make cut-out pictures of figures that are older that can be like -- that you're going to treat 

like a paper doll.  Okay.  So we could break down the story of 9/11 and we could take turns of who was 



the terrorist.  Now, that may sound pretty awful to you, but the fact of the matter is it is a piece of history.  

Maybe you don't want to go all the way to terrorism, maybe you want to talk about a family fire that 

happened down the street in a city, or maybe you want to show a new story.  And you want to say, let's -- 

well, you know, in terms of the vocabulary, we're going to act that out.  What happened when that fire 

went?  Did we have to call the firemen?  So you may want to, again, have something where you're 

teaching the kids safety issue or teaching the kids to -- oops, I guess I got to turn you on.   Oops.  Well, 

this is what happens whenever I use technology in front of the group.  Is the I or the O on?  I hate that.  

Can't you put on and off?  I don't like that.  That still messes me up.  Anyway, I put on here, "Please help, 

911."  Okay.  So for older kids, I can deal with safety issues with calling 911.  How do you use the phone?  

What happens?  What are the signals of an emergency?  What are the -- but it doesn't mean that we don't 

have to have some fun about it in terms of calling the police and what are they going to do.  I wish I could 

ride in a cruiser.  I wonder if you're in the cruiser if you get to turn the sirens on.  I wonder what the sirens 

sound like.  That's not babyish.  That could be any age.  All right.  So when we start looking an activity.  

Now, when we start wanting to look at those electronic switches, what's the difference?  So the difference 

is I need to have a battery pack, and right now we have basically two forms of these switches when you -- 

when you look at them.  This is one form.  This is the battery pack.  You know, this isn't your usual looking 

battery pack.  It doesn't matter.  This is a rechargeable battery.  So I have a charger that plugs into the 

wall to recharge it.  Okay.  But now, I still have -- cables, cables, cables.  I still have a mono plug that's 

going to plug into my toy or my communication device, right?  It's a mono plug that you're all used to 

seeing just like you had on my mechanical switch.  I need a mother apparently.  I keep like putting things 

where they aren't supposed to be.  Let's see.  Let's pull this one out.  Okay.  So here is my mono plug.  

Here's my switch.  Don't you love this?  I know, I know, I know, I know.  What happened to my light now?  

I'm connected.  Oh, my God.  Could this be any funnier?  All right.  All right.  So here.  Here's my switch. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: They're more scared of the stuff? 

KAREN KANGAS: No.  They're not scared of the stuff.  It's just cables.  And, you know, all of there -- 

those of you who were smiling at me have had to do this in front of the group.  And those of you who have 

it -- who looked bored, you're going to get your turn.  Karma comes back.  Okay, so -- all right.  So here is 

the switch.  Clearly, I plugged it into the port.  It is not rocket science.  I'm happy to tell you guys we're all 

lucky that this is a standard size.  When I began, this all came in different sizes.  So what's great is the 

standard size.  Okay.  So I now have a mono plug that I need to plug in, but I told you I need zero 

pressure.  Okay.  This zero pressure switch can be a couple of different kinds.  It can be a fiber optics 

switch.  I'll show you that in a minute.  This is the proximity switch.  All right.  So I have a mono plug and 

then I've got a relay interface that's taking that signal.  Okay.  And then let me plug in an electronic switch, 

and I needed to plug this into the battery.  Okay.  And now -- all right.  Could you move, Vana?  Hold it up, 

Vana.  Thank you, Vana.  All right.  All right.  And then I press the switch.  See?  See, they approach.  

Okay, so it can be here.  See, so you can imagine me going A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H.  Why it's not going to 

be a problem?  Because there's no pressure, I don't have to press it.  Okay.  Now, if in fact I went back to 



-- thank you, Vana.  Even if I went back to this switch, as light is this, I have to press it in.  You see the 

other was just approaching it.  Because interestingly enough, what a proximity sensor is -- a sensor is just 

another input switch.  All this is doing is going on and off.  That's all it's doing.  It doesn't do anything else.  

You're not programming it.  It's still just a switch.  This is run by electrical output.  It feels, and guess what 

the skin is, that gives off an electrical output.  So this is run by the nearness of the skin.  Activates it.  

What I like about it is it can also be included -- just imagine this is any tray.  It just happens to be this 

shape.  Any tray.  I can place one of these switches under the tray, cover it up, mark where it is on the 

top, and just touch that.  Why would I like that?  Because I'm now wireless.  Meaning, not wireless 

Bluetooth.  Cable-free.  For my kids who get caught in the cables.  All right?  So, is that making sense?  

All right.  In terms of you guys.  So you can see that I love electronic switches.  I also -- as I said to you, I 

want to make sure though that you remember same thing, I can -- I love these switch-activated mice.  Not 

because I'm expecting the kid to do the switch activation.  I give them the left-click and I move the mouse 

around.  We work together.  What are they learning?  How we go through this, how a mouse works, 

because we're doing this together.  I'm making the mouse work but they do the click.  We have to do it 

together.  And I can -- same thing when I plug this into a USB port, I could still just as easily plug an 

electronic switch into here as I could a mechanical switch.  I, most of the time, prefer to use this one.  

Why?  Because this is very obvious what I'm doing.  Okay.  For young kids.  And guess what, although 

they watch me at first, they pretty quickly then start attending to the cursor, who I happen to call Mr. 

Pointer.  Don't ask me why, but I've started there.  And the thing is that I do is when I really want it to be -- 

when people just started saying, "Well, mouse, I haven't do it."  You start telling them, "Go over here and 

touch this."  That's not how kids learn.  Was that the last time your kid, like, "Go over here and touch that."  

"Yeah.  See you later, mom."  You know, they have to discover it.  So what happens is as they move the 

mouse, you need to say what happened.  "Look, the mouse is moving.  Mr. Pointer is going over that way.  

Now, he's coming back this way.  Now, he's going up and he's going down."  I don't expect them to open 

stuff up.  I want them to discover things exactly like young kids do and if they get over there, I'm going to 

help them.  "Oh, you landed on that.  I wonder what's in that thing.  Let me help."  Double-click, pops 

open.  "There's a book in there.  Yehey.  Let's read this story."  Is that making sense?  What is that 

preparing?  Again, this whole idea of beginning, middle, and end.  How do we get there?  What's going 

on?  What's happening?  It's so, so important that we do that.  All right?  All right.  So, now, when I talk to 

you about these paradigms, hopefully, you understand what I mean about how switch sites develop and 

increase.  Now, what the -- what the thought is, I'm not looking for you to access something but when I 

present the switch, I'm going to present it where you are.  So that it automatically works even if I'm 

making it work because I want you to be paying attention to the activity not to the switch, right?  So when 

we -- will scanning can lead to direct selection?  Is anybody mixed up about the two-switch step?  Three-

switch mouse, can you understand if I really could manage a three-switch mouse, if I put you on a three-

switch mouse, all of you will hate it.  Hate it.  You know why?  Because you're mousers.  You aren't going 

to be able to stand it.  One switch, when I touch it, the mouse goes this way but I want it over here.  So I 



have to come off and touch it again.  "Oops, I didn't touch it long enough.  I have to touch it again."  Do 

you know why kids love it?  They can't mice.  And you know what, they never have to be calibrated.  The 

cursor never disappears.  They love it.  You can walk away from them because they can wander around.  

So, with three-switch mouse means that each switch is doing dual duty.  One switch is making the cursor 

go left and right, one switch is making go up and down, and one switch is click, double-click, and click and 

drag.  All right?  So for somebody to learn that, you have to help them but once they do learn that and 

they can move around, now we're ready to try a head mouse.  Is this making sense?  Now, I'm ready to 

try a direct selection for you to directly reach something you know is going to work.  So, now, access is in 

its correct place.  I'm also giving you a different way to do something you already know.  And I'm not -- 

and it's the same time -- that's the same time when I like to introduce eye gaze as well.  All right?  So one 

-- this is another thing.  When I started talking about seating for function is to be restrictive, controlling the 

body.  Nope.  If you are controlling the body, there are some exceptions.  Some kids who have 

uncontrolled bodies but I am here to tell you many people think you have kids that have uncontrolled 

bodies.  So, you notice uncontrolled you suspect.  And those of you who don't believe me, ask some of 

the people I've worked with.  They'll tell you.  Okay.  And that's what I'd help you do.  You do have some 

kids who have dystonia who do have some surges of tone that are really out of their control but that's 

another issue.  Those are people who have a lesion in the basal ganglia.  Anyway, the seating that the 

child comes to school is the right seating.  Now, this is where I appeal to all of you OTs and PTs who are 

here, ATs and augmentative specialist, and speech therapist and teachers.  The seating your kids come 

in to school is not enough.  It's good seating to come to school.  It's correct during the school.  It also is 

pretty good seating for being fed.  Not feeding yourself, being fed.  Because when you're being fed, you 

need to be relaxed.  So, it's relaxation seating, that's why it was developed.  It was developed to keep you 

in there so that no tone, low or high, could get in the way of protecting you.  But it's a restraint system, 

and it's not there that in that restraint system, it is a challenge as a child for you then to be able to pay 

attention.  Okay.  So if only the student could hold her head up then we could work.  And what I wanted to 

show -- demonstrate to you, I hope you've already seen, I don't worry about that.  I look at a position the 

head's going to use, I can use an electronic switch and we can get to work.  The student wants to use her 

hands again.  We're going over that.  I'm going to use hands but in a different way.  So our seating has to 

allow for task participation.  So I want us to look at -- I would like for every classroom that's dealing with 

really involved kids and therapist, I would like therapist.  The reasons I like this chair is because I can take 

it apart and put it in my car.  And I am partial to Invacare Electronics because of their -- I wrote a lot of 

reasons down in your equipment list but you can talk to me later.  It's just how it's programmed.  It's very 

easy to program and to keep things separately and there are differences between that and other chairs.  

Anyway, but -- and this chair, I wish this was everybody's first chair except when you're a peewee.  Not 

for little peewees.  But I wish this chair actually came a little bit bigger so when we started looking at a 17-

year-old who wanted to have their first power chair, it didn't have to weigh 300 pounds.  It could look like 

this and be just a little bit bigger.  Why?  Because we can't manage this.  Look at the size it is and look 



how we can push it.  You know, easy to do.  But anyway, we still -- we can use -- we can use different 

seating.  And what is the real challenge in terms of us using different seating is actually not that we don't 

have other chairs.  The real challenge for seating is transfers.  And you know how we transfer?  One, two, 

three and you're in something else.  And what I am here to tell you is that's not control of transition.  

Transition is what prepares you for the next activity and we need to have ceiling track lift systems.  Ceiling 

track lift systems.  They're all over Europe but please remember, all of Europe is still not as big as the 

United States.  So I loved when I was Sweden, they don't have a ceiling track lift system with a small, 

medium, and large sling.  They have about 50 slings.  They have slings for the bathroom.  They have 

slings for you to walk with.  They have slings go down in prone, to come up to all fours, you know.  They 

have slings that do -- that they custom-make for children that do different situations.  We could have 

those but no one will come to this country because people will, you know, sue them.  But it means we 

could do it but I -- so I'm not -- so that's a long-term answer.  But if we had track systems that went along 

our ceilings, all their kids with CP, their boys pee standing up over the toilet.  Okay.  Because their in a 

track system so they could stand up.  And you don't stay in the bathroom with the kids.  They're in that 

harness, it's there, and then they hit this one big red button and when they're sitting there to poop, first 

warm water, then warm air, then a sound.  Okay.  And I want to tell you, majority of our kids are 

constipated, majority of our kids are dehydrated, and majority of our kids don't sleep well.  Okay?  So 

those three things, if you've never had that happen to you, travel a little too long and you'll find out how off 

you are cognitively.  You know, how off you are.  And it is funny.  Now, I am a, you know, I have already 

told you, you know, we've had the poop process.  I'm a -- I can poop anywhere, anytime, inside, outside.  

I'm poop-free.  Okay.  I'm a free pooper.  My sister, on the other hand, oh, no.  She can look into a place, 

scared right back up, she won't have to go for a couple of days.  "I'm not going in there."  That is it.  All 

right.  We have these.  So we have all ranges of differences you have to decide for yourself.  Somebody, 

where you are and where -- and that's what I'm saying is think about our kids who might want privacy, 

they can't tell us and it would be nice for them to be in the bathroom alone.  How -- what must that feel 

like that someone is hanging over you, hovering?  You know, I mean, it's got to be worse than having a 

mirror in the hotel room.  But, I mean, you know, it's got to be like, you know, up there with the top ten.  

Anyway, so, our seating has to be more situationally specific and if we could do the transfers, we'd be 

less concerned about being able to move in those seated situations because the next thing I can't stand 

about all the chairs is how isolating they are.  Our kids are never getting an opportunity to be close.  Even 

kids in high school, in labs, and in their classrooms are quite close to each other.  And our children are 

getting none of that experience of being really nearby, staring at the next person's, you know, paper, 

figuring out on how to work with groups because they're always in their specialized seating that 

unfortunately is very isolating.  And so a lot of times, even if you have the chair, I want you to get 

somebody close, if you take off the tray, you take off the armrest, you take off the headrest, you bring 

somebody close, it can really make a big difference.  Okay.  All right.  We've talked about that.  All right.  

Now, this also we've talked about.  Uh-huh.  All right.  Now, I've hinted at these but it doesn't hurt for us to 



do a review.  Access sites develop from interest, intention, and experience with the activity, not in 

isolation.  If you have a kid who developed switch access in isolation, trust me, they already could do it.  

So you didn't teach them.  You didn't develop it.  They just already do it.  And consistency is not what's 

needed.  Interest, intention, and attention is what's needed.  The activity has to be known with the 

beginning, middle, and end obvious.  Repetition of the activity will bring anticipation of motor use and 

support then its accuracy.  Motor learning requires -- now, this is the next thing we have to talk about and 

I told you that that article is there.  Besides having a mental rehearsal that a child has to have a picture, a 

visualization of them being competent, the other thing they have to do is in the midst of work that requires 

body use, they cannot hear you talking.  Do you know what we've learned?  Because it's been behavioral.  

Prompts.  Verbal prompts, physical prompts, remove your prompts.  Absolutely wrong.  Absolutely wrong 

information.  It is not helpful.  In fact, when you say, "Good boy" if the child has to stop and listen to you, 

you ask for a completely different part of their brain than the part of the brain that is processing the 

activity, that is putting together their mind, their idea, and their body together, you've interrupted it.  Call 

them to go to a whole other part of their brain and then not prepared them to come back to the task.  This 

is one other thing you can change right away but it will be harder than you think.  You will need help.  You 

need to shut up.  When the activity begins, be quiet.  No humming, no good boy, no good job.  And the 

next thing is, when the activity, whatever it is, when a task is in the process and completed, you are not 

going to respond by saying, "Good job."  Totally unhelpful.  What you are going to do is you are going to 

say what you saw occur.  "I saw you looking at the dog and the cat and the cow.  And you chose the dog 

two times in answer to this question.  And you chose the cat three times.  It looked like to me you aren't 

sure whether you should choose the cow or not."  You're not going to say whether it was right or wrong.  

You need -- we are not telling our children what they've done.  That's the part of my storyboard as well.  

When I finish an activity, I'm going to write down, "And then Suzy did this.  And Harry did that.  And Fred 

did this."  We're going around saying, "Good, good, good, good, good."  It's useless.  It -- a good does not 

help you extend an activity.  I mean, it's social.  And if you are going to say that when everything's all 

done, you know what you really need to say, "I love spending time with you.  I can't wait until we do this 

tomorrow when I get to read with you."  We see how that's different?  "Good job.  Good job.  Good job."  

The only time we want to hear a good job is when we've never done it before.  But good job doesn't help 

you help the person.  So, in this motor learning practice, that's what they've actually done, we need to be 

quiet when the person's involved in the activity.  When the activity is completed, we need to tell them what 

we observed.  And by the way, that what isn't with a judgment.  I didn't -- you need to say, "I saw you 

trying to get there."  If you suspect that the person was ambivalent or was challenged, this is what you 

need to say, "I was wondering if you were having problems with that."  Not "I saw you struggle."  You 

actually don't know if the person was struggling or not.  Have you ever misread your husband or wife or 

your kids?  We know people very well.  We can look at them and say, "You're tired."  "No, I'm not."  

"You're tired."  "No, I'm not."  Especially for teenager because you're not tired, you're pissed off because 

the guy you liked is with another girl and you are not telling your mother that and she's telling you you're 



tired.  "Just say that one more time, mom, I'm really -- I'm leaving the room."  And you are not going to tell 

her what's going on because anxiety, tired, they could all kind of look alike.  So when see something 

struggle -- sometimes when we struggle, is it a good struggle?  How do I know if that struggle was a good 

struggle versus a hard struggle?  Do you know what I mean?  We all like to struggle and some of it is the 

joy in the struggle and others not.  So it's very, very important and that's why I want you to read those 

articles.  So that motor learning theory is be quiet, repeat what you saw.  If you have a suggestion, always 

make it as a suggestion.  So the suggestion might be, "The next time you try that, I wonder if you chose 

the cow first it would be easier."  That's all.  All right.  So it's very important.  We're setting up these 

neuronal pathways.  The switch is not the activity.  I want us to use electronic switches.  I use electronic 

switches for communication devices, for computer access and for power chairs.  Use mechanical 

switches for everything else which is lots of stuff.  Our augmentative to our augmentative devices.  Our 

being able to manage in the kitchen.  Our being able to -- we need to have lots of board games.  And by 

the way, if you have a kid using a board game and you need to use -- and you need to use that to say it's 

my turn, everybody playing that board game gets to use that it's my turn.  We need to stop the rules of 

one kid having everything be separate.  So that's where it's perfect.  So you can say in this game -- and if 

-- and if your kids have never played that, get -- go get dog monopoly or horse monopoly.  And the horse 

monopoly has different rules than just monopoly that everybody has played because horse monopoly, we 

have to use this.  Okay.  And these are the rules.  Because what happens is is children need to 

understand they're part of everything and that those things make sense for everybody, right?  So we don't 

want to use automatic scanning first because we dumb it down so much it still is waiting.  That's really 

what it turns out to be and no choices, because we need to have rich environments and activities.  So 

when we use two switches, we can get there going much faster.  If you only have a mechanical switch, 

you choose the other switch.  Let them have the select switch and you'd be the mover.  Okay?  You can 

do that if that's what you have.  If you don't have -- those electronic switches, though, by they way, you 

can get on -- in PaTTAN's website.  Oh, which reminds me, I forgot to show you AbleData's new one.  

Where did we put those? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: The kitty-corner. 

KAREN KANGAS: Yes.  Down here. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Oh, sorry. 

KAREN KANGAS: Okay.  All right.  I wanted to show you with the DynaVox here.  Okay.  So… 

WOMAN: Potato has needs. 

KAREN KANGAS: Do you believe that?  There's a vocoder here that says, "Potatoes have needs."  Are 

we anthropomorphizing potatoes? 

WOMAN: Mr. Potato has needs. 

KAREN KANGAS: Mr. Potato has needs.  Okay.  Yeah.  Mr. Potato needs therapy, I think, you know.  All 

right.  Okay. 



WOMAN: Message window. 

KAREN KANGAS: All right.  So these also are proximity sensors.  Okay.  The difference is is they've been 

-- the battery is inside them.  All right.  So as I approach it… 

WOMAN: [inaudible] page [inaudible] 

KAREN KANGAS: So, as I approach it, I activate it.  So now although… 

WOMAN: [inaudible] page. 

KAREN KANGAS: Although, Able is the first one to come out with this, I'm here to tell you that two other 

companies are coming out with these as well, soon.  Now, I want to tell you the -- what my issues are with 

them.  So I'm happy that we have -- it is true when you have to buy the battery pack and you have to buy 

the switches those are there but I am going to say electronic switches carry a long warranty.  And if you 

really think about your switches that cost $60, how many you've gone through from breaking them and 

getting dusty, you do -- it does add up.  And all the switches that you have -- that I have here with the 

exception of that head array and that head array but all electronic switches that are around I've had for 12 

years.  I've not had one do anything and if you don't think I killed one, did you see me?  I walked on them, 

stepped on them, threw them around.  They go in suitcases.  Anyway, what I want you to do is I want you 

to all listen carefully.  Oops.  Why did we do that? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: It's like a hearing test. 

KAREN KANGAS: Okay.  That's what you have to say to me.  Don't you want an auditory feedback on the 

switch?  No, because that's telling me the switch is active.  How am I going to know the switch is active? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: [inaudible] 

KAREN KANGAS: From the activity. 

AUDIENCE: Yeah. 

KAREN KANGAS: See, the switch is going to tell me from how the -- how it's active.  Okay.  So I'm going 

to tell you, I am, when I'm tired, extra hyper-vigilant for auditory feedback.  This is annoying to me.  I 

would be up at night.  "Where is that sound?  Is that a fire alarm?  Okay.  What's happening?"  All right.  

You know.  This is -- this is me.  Okay.  So who -- somebody -- what is going on?  I'm going to start 

feeling this on my teeth soon.  Okay.  All right.  So don't ask me why they did that.  The other thing is -- 

that's interesting is -- okay.  So we do have proximity switches and these are -- because the battery is 

included, you turn on -- nobody's told me how long the batteries are going to last though because then 

we're going to have to take them apart and put a new battery.  And it's an unusual kind of battery but, you 

know, that's all right.  I'm all for -- I like competition and I like change.  So I just wanted to show you that.  

But I can't -- I have this cable, now one of the things I liked about having electronic switches, I could hide 

it some place under something.  This one can't go under there.  So I have this still with the cable so that 

my kids with athetosis are still going to get close.  And it still is best used for me coming close to it with a 

finger but I want to use it on my head.  Now, this -- that I can't hold it there.  But if I put it on a headrest, 



they still have the edges on it as oppose to it being actually included.  But that's all right.  I mean, I think 

these are -- I'm really happy that we're progressing forward in terms of looking at stuff.  And as I say, I just 

-- that annoying sound, I wish we had an option for that or to me, it doesn't even need to be in there at all.  

So, the other thing I wanted to show you is here's another form of -- I just didn't happen to have on my 

computers.  I didn't have on a -- this one is powered by your USB port.  Okay.  So if you want to use two 

switches to manage being able to work on your on-screen keyboard, okay?  You have USB.  And then 

you also have your two switch plugs but you got to be using a USB device.  These are also sensors, 

okay?  So, and we're going to be getting more and more little combinations of things coming out which I'm 

thrilled at. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Karen, who made that one? 

KAREN KANGAS: Huh?  Adaptive Switch Labs.  Okay.  Activities need to build, and be interesting, and 

be complex, mistakes will be made, blah, blah, blah, blah, blah.  We'll turn it back to -- you know, aren't 

you -- amazing what we've covered.  Okay.  I'm so excited.  All right.  Dadadadadadadadada, we did that, 

yehehehey.  All right.  Oh, here's the next thing.  Honest to God.  All right.  Let's not forget about the 

mounting.  If you didn't get the hint, okay.  This is something that also is really funny.  It used to be in the 

field if you had a communication device, it immediately has to be mounted because it has to be available 

for you at all times, in all places, in any place for you to be able to use.  This is something I am not 

comfortable with.  And one of the reasons I'm not comfortable with is because I'm not mounting a 

communication device for a child who's already fluent with it.  And this is why.  Do you place your book in 

one position and that's where it is and it always stays there no matter what and that's where you are?  

Now, actually, we change positions and we need to change positions between our body and our face and 

what I don't like is again, the mounts were developed for people who didn't have change.  Now, I am here 

to say Mountain Mover, which is one of the mounts that's listed there that I didn't show you that you can 

get -- you could certainly get loaned to your kids off, does have an opportunity for you to change his 

position while it's mounted.  It has a lot of different ways to be able to do that.  That's one of the few 

newer ones.  And we need to think about that.  Here, though, with -- for the switch mounts, this multiple 

moving, I have a lot of problem.  I work with lots of kids with tone and I have a lot of problem that this is 

sticking out somewhere because they bang around so I'd much rather have things close here from the 

back coming around and mounting is the last thing that I do.  I want to make sure, in the beginning, I 

usually work at a desk and a table, I like human mounts, okay?  That's you, because your voice activate 

it, move it over here, move it over here, move it over here, angle it more.  And the next thing I'd like to do 

which I forgot to bring but I do have at home, I am -- I just raid foam places, at Cellfoam.  And they used 

to really be on at the fabric stores but they've gotten expensive.  So, you could find some upholstery shop 

where you can in.  Foam uncovered is very grabby.  So, you can lay a communication device against it 

and it'll stay in that place very easily and you can put it in a lot of different positions.  So, you can raise it 

up, you can -- you can angle it until you discover because when I want to mount that device, I want it to 

be -- I want be relatively certain it's in a place where somebody can have access to it.  And I work with 



kids who almost all of them have visual processing problems besides having postural changes, besides 

learning the communication device and we might even be an auditory scanning.  Now, auditory scanning, 

I have to worry less about where it was mounted.  So, this is what we used to do, those of us in this field if 

that was brilliant, we mounted the communication device, if you had auditory scanning behind you, so, the 

voice would come out.  I now have two kids I worked with from the time they were nine.  One's in their 

30s, ones in their 40s that's how old I am now.  Okay.  So -- and these guys all come back to me and I'll 

never forget when Jason saw me the first time and I'm looking, I said, "Oh, where do you have your 

communication device mounted?"  Which he uses auditory scanning and he said -- he then tells me, "In 

the front, please, in the front."  And I said, "In the front?  When did you start using it in the front?"  And he 

said, "Have you ever gone to the mall and tried to say something to people and they start looking around 

in the air?"  If it's mounted in the back -- that's what he told me, "If it's mounted in the back, nobody knows 

you have a communication device."  So, he wants it mounted in the front, he can't see it.  But in the front 

so that people see it.  I've never thought about that.  Now, when we're at school, but he's like, "If I talk in 

the mall, people look -- they start looking around like they see it's in the air."  You know, "Hello, how are 

you?"  "Where could that have came from?"  You know, and he's like, "I drive up closer.  Hello.  And 

they'll start looking, "Where?"  You know, and he's like, "But if I have a device and I drive up, they look 

and, 'Oh, you have something there.  You're using that.'"  Isn't that smart?  You know, we forgot about 

that.  All right.  So, I do want us to think carefully about permanent mounting and that's some place where 

we really need to have a lot of change.  All right.  Let's take a break and then when we come back, see 

some kids, we're on the down homestretch.  Stretch -- any pressing questions?  No.  You're all saying, 

"Please, I got some chocolate."  Everybody got some chocolate, caffeine, salt?  You have a question?  

Okay.  Hold on.  We got a question. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: So, tell me how this is effective and I totally get what you're saying.  And I'm on 

board with it.  But I guess my conflict is what is being taught in the autistic population that has been 

taught -- apply the neuroanalysis with sort of the verbal prompting for test completion, test performance, 

so, how do we as therapists integrate this into that model? 

KAREN KANGAS: So did everybody hear that question?  She's asking about since there in -- she's in a 

strong behavioral model with kids who are on the spectrum in those autism settings where you're 

suppose to do that hierarchy of prompting and release, it's education.  So, that's one of the reasons why I 

gave you those two articles right away. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Okay. 

KAREN KANGAS: Because what I was going to say is a lot of times our prompting with the other thing we 

have to look at with kids who have autism is sometimes we're marking time with them.  You know, so, if 

it's -- there's a lot of time that nothing's being said and nothing's happening, we worry if they are -- they've 

lost themselves in that activity.  But what I was going to say is the paradigm that's happening with the 

prompt has just been that, it's been made up in terms of looking at it and it would be as if I was trying to 

fade something out, okay?  So, the whole idea of changing a behavior where I'm going to fade out 



something has never been in a study that says that's how we learn.  So, that's what I'm saying is what's 

really great about those articles for you to read is we now know is we're looking at motor learning, we 

have got to be extremely careful.  Okay.  And as I say, I still look at instead of challenging how we're 

doing it, I'm always looking at what are we expecting and I'm going to always look at that exact 

circumstance with that kid because I do think, as I say, sometimes just coming in with something helps 

the kid stay to task.  All right.  But I would think we need to be careful what that is.  All right.  Does that 

help? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Yes. 

KAREN KANGAS: Okay.  Any other pressing questions as we go?  Yes? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: I've never adapted a toy like once a certain toy would be adapted, is there an easy 

way to do it? 

KAREN KANGAS: Well, you can tell you're new to the field.  Okay.  What I was going to say is there used 

to be -- there are still many adapted toys on the market even if you just go on Amazon but you also can 

easily get battery interrupters is what they're called.  So, you just have a battery interrupter.  I think I might 

have one here, yes.  Now, I'm going to tell you what the pain in the butt is, though.  So, you put this in in 

between -- in the battery box, in between one of the battery connecters in that and then you have a switch 

output.  So, you can purchase these online as well, now, pretty readily.  The thing is is trying to get that 

little cover shut, okay, and keeping this in place, all right?  But again, I don't want the switch toys to be the 

ones the kids are grabbing.  I just like them to be the ones that are knocking other things down and stuff.  

So -- but they do -- they certainly do work and if you're as old as I am, we use to have -- to have 

workshops learning to make these.  We had to make these -- make these, remember those days?  I was 

so excited with the welding torch, that's as close as I like to have anything to do with electronics.  As soon 

as I start seeing volt and ohm, I start hyperventilating.  Okay.  "Call somebody."  All right.  I just wanted to 

show you the fiber optic switch.  It is the other switch -- electronic switch I use the most frequently.  Now, 

they are infrared switches, there are ultrasound switches and there are photoelectric switches.  

Essentially, all they have in common is that they are again zero pressure.  So, a photoelectric is different 

from that fiber optic in that it is -- it actually still sends out a light but the light is coming from a different 

source than fiber optics.  And you have to break the beam for it to be active.  Those photoelectric 

switches are most frequently used if someone can't get too close to something and there needs to be a 

signal for it, they don't read anything and I haven't found them that useful.  But you -- but you can use 

those.  An infrared switch, again, you've got an infrared beam usually facing your head or -- and you got 

to break this beam but it's an infrared beam -- infrared beam that you're breaking that you can't see.  The 

two most durable I used are the proximity switches because, again, they're not invisible.  I like that they 

can be at some place.  The kid doesn't know they're setting it off by being close to it, they're actually 

touching something.  So, they're touching the headrest, they're touching the tray.  It's not invisible but I 

like the immediacy of its activation and -- but when you have a fiber optic switch, it is literally -- it's 

probably the most expensive switch that's on the market and that's because it's fiber optics.  Okay.  So, 



what's going to happen is you can have all of these.  You can cut this and it can be in circles, what you 

want to make sure is that you don't crimp it.  Okay.  And that means it can't be made square bang like 

that.  So it can go in circles.  But what I want you to see is that's the size of the beam you have to break.  

Okay.  So see, smaller than a pencil point.  So, I'm not going to need that for kids with CP but what I was 

going to say is for people who have spinal muscular atrophy, for high level spinal cord injury.  So, what 

Adaptive Switch Labs has done, you can put this fiber optic switch, anyway, they've been able to preen 

this in this drill holes through there and you can have three of these little points right there and 

somebody's finger can just be here, roll over there and they've been able to drive a power chair with three 

of those in a row.  Okay.  I've worked with -- I have used it for a little kid also with spinal muscular atrophy 

who had two switches on his head and two on his hands to drive his chair so four positions, left, right, 

forward and reverse.  And his hands were now falling off the switches even so he had this very tiny micro 

light.  What did I do with it?  It was here.  Probably, the light is attached to a mechanical switch.  Okay.  

This light is attached to a mechanical switch, so, this is, you know, you have to depress it.  He -- his finger 

would fall off and he couldn't get it back on that.  I mean, so that's pretty tiny.  So I was able to put this.  

This is the one time that I used that lock line.  I was able to put it in like a narrow lock line and I could 

bend it over his hand.  Okay.  So he came up like this but if he got tired, he wouldn't be driving, you know 

what I mean?  So, his tired position was he drop down and he just have to come up to break the beam so 

you could bend it wherever you want it to.  Just so that you can see it a little bit, this is a little -- this is 

Morgan.  And Morgan, I am -- because I'm seeing him in bed for the very first time and he has the highest 

level of spinal muscular atrophy you can have, I just want you to see that fiber optic switch in function and 

-- just so you can see what it can look like.  Although, we were able to quickly go to a proximity switch 

which just is a lot easier to handle and I don't have to worry about it as much.  Come on.  Sorry, 

PowerPoint projectors just take over your computer in, and always with the DVDs, they're slow.  Where 

are you, Morgan?  You were playing right before I started.  Hold on.  Well, I am not -- I'll worry about 

Morgan later.  I can't -- I myself, I'm impatient.  So -- oops, because I want to stop to show us a little -- all 

right.  Here we go.  Now, I want to show you some adolescents who for years have had those same IEPs 

of they're not consistent with the switch access, they're not motivated in terms of -- and here is one with 

Thomas.  And actually, Thomas was one who -- he was kind of worried about a power chair and it turns 

out that as I got to know him, he didn't think his parents would like that I tried him in it.  And I didn't really 

know that they had an opinion one way or another since we are working with the therapist at school.  So -

- and a lot of times, kids are pretty sensitive and I do want to tell you, I don't push powered mobility down 

anybody's throat ever.  No matter what's going on, I don't -- I don't do that.  I use it, as I said to you, it's 

really helpful for me as a consulting tool.  One, because I can have somebody obviously engage in an 

interesting activity.  And I'm trying to figure out the seating and the access sites for an activity and when 

I'm dealing with somebody who if everybody said, "We've tried everything and nothing has worked."  I'm 

not going to come in now with the magical book that's going to work around, I'm not going to have the apt 

that might work.  A lot of times you can be there.  It's easier for me to start it this way.  I know it's 



challenging and those of you who said to me, "Do I have a chair?"  "I don't have a chair."  I have to get a 

chair from the local medical suppliers when I am trying this and I have in different facilities helped them 

then obtain one, though and so, I am happy certainly to talk to you openly about that but I just wanted to 

show you what happened with Thomas.  And this is Thomas in his chair.  And what happen is is when we 

brought him up more upright in the power chair, he -- what we really did is we were able to figure out that 

in fact he could have access and his seating was kind of in the way.  Look.  And he's able to use two 

switches which I was also told he couldn't do.  But he had to have some room to move.  Now, here you're 

seeing some restraint, this is a true restraint and so, I didn't want to tell you that I'll never use it.  I'm going 

to use it when I've got a teenager who insists upon it.  He really didn't trust that he could be without it.  He 

got really upset believing that if he's not tied in, he's going to lose control of his body.  So, I don't argue 

with that but this is just a stretchy piece of material right there.  And I did put it around here and around 

his arms because he told me he was afraid the arms are going to fly away.  From this, we moved to this -- 

I wanted to say one thing about a tilt-in space chair which I think is very interesting.  A lot of our kids are 

in tilt-in space chairs and these tilt-in space chairs were not developed for kids with Cerebral Palsy or 

adolescents, they were actually developed for little old ladies in long-term care.  And they were supposed 

to be there so that they will assist them in propelling themselves with their feet.  And what it will do is it 

would actually move not this way or here, it would actually move into an anterior tilt.  And if you look along 

the frame of the chair, you'll see that there's zero, minus five, minus ten, minus fifteen, zero, then plus 

five, plus ten, plus fifteen.  And that was because you were supposed to be able to take the leg rest off, 

move somebody to a slight anterior tilt so that they could propel themselves with their feet to get going.  

Well, with many of our adolescents, if we take the leg rest off and bring them more upright, their feet will 

indeed be on the floor.  And so, that's what I'm showing Thomas here that we can do that and we can 

take the headrest off.  And we can now not have a tray, we can let his arms be down and I'm going to be 

working on letting that chest harness get loose because it's taking us time for him to feel confident.  All 

right.  So, this is where we started, just to have some time without him using his headrest with his feet on 

the floor.  So, you can really look at that with a lot of your kids with tilt systems especially your older ones, 

you can really get down.  This is the part he worried about and what'll happen is is his head flies back and 

it brings it forward and even -- that's his physical therapist.  You see him having that funny face because 

he was worried, too.  And I was like, "You know, if you've always had a headrest there, you know, your 

head flies back because you moved it there but I'm telling you kids will regularly get okay.  It doesn't mean 

I'm never going to let them have a headrest again, it means I'm going to have time with it off."  And then, 

when I talked to him about that and if it does go back, that's not horrible, it's only if it gets back there and 

stays back there and they're worried.  Okay.  Now, Britney was interesting.  Britney here, I was told, she's 

being pushed around in this power chair because she can't reach her joystick anymore.  And she used 

her joystick as a mouse on her computer.  And so, what happened here is if you can see she is partially 

reclined.  So, she can't get her arms down anymore but it's not that she actually lost range in her arms it's 

that she started pushing back.  As soon as we brought her forward she had power in her arms again.  So, 



some of these things are relatively simple and you can see her head's going back.  She's really laughing 

because she was used to kind of being back there and I had just stuffed some towels in here and then we 

eventually changed that back.  Okay.  Now, whenever you see somebody with their communication 

device a hundred feet away from them, the chances are they have dystonia with flailing arms.  Okay.  And 

that's because that may not have been the first communication device they had.  The only thing we do 

pray is that they have really good vision.  And what's going to happen is, is when I saw Roy, people swore 

to me there's no possible way he was so out of control that -- and they had tried a lot of different drugs so 

that he wouldn't be out of control.  And all I want to say to you is the body has an amazing mechanism 

and what's important is is you have to be weight bearing to control movement.  Weight bearing is the key.  

And weight bearing means that your pelvis is actively holding you in your seat.  And for it to do that it has 

to be in a more forward position, the trunk has to be slightly rotated, the shoulders have to be also slightly 

rotated and you have to be -- you have to be comfortable.  All right.  So you can see here, he pushes so 

hard people have -- he has broken the back off his chair, he's broken the headrest off, he's torn up the 

foot pieces and so -- and that's one of the reasons they're scared of in terms of him, what's going to 

happen to this device.  So what I want to do is when we started working on power, I had to get his butt 

actually back.  I had actually given him a really wide base of support here and open those legs really 

open them up.  That isn't how we're going to be, I just wanted to show you this because this is how we're 

going to start.  I wanted to bring his head slightly forward but when I moved him a little bit, I would actually 

like him here.  Can you see where I am here?  I'd like him there.  But when I moved him there he became 

frantic.  And what I want to tell you is people who've been in the same position for a long time and then 

you start to move them too far forward, it can feel like to them they're falling out.  Okay.  And so, you have 

to read very carefully.  And what I have known, working with adolescents, this -- and young adults, this is 

not true of children, even if they push like this they still have very -- they're still very young in terms of 

experience of their body.  But these guys have all to a one learned to what I called they have become -- 

they've used hypervigilance and they then over control.  Okay.  So, hypervigilance and over control is not 

something easily changed.  It's like a very tough habit to alter.  So, it means they've had to kick up a 

whole lot of adrenaline and with adrenaline they have attached it to anxiety.  And when you do that, 

you've taught your body this is fearful and this is my only place, this is my front line of protection and the 

body's all about protecting you.  So, it's going to listen clearly to that.  So that's the message that these 

sensory systems have said.  So, I've got to come up with a way that I can start to loosen up strap 

mechanisms, have them engage in activity and at the same time start to release that hypervigilance.  And 

that's what I -- that's another thing that's really easy to do in power.  Whereas everybody else has been 

saying to him, you know, he's gotten centuries of moments of people telling him to relax.  He's hard to be 

handled by people who don't know him, he flips out with that, he's hard to be fed, you know, he can be 

managed best by a couple of people and usually, they think it's going to be big men.  So people were 

pretty surprised that I could handle Roy by myself.  And I just move very slowly.  I'm pretty careful about 

what's going on and I have to get him on that butt that he's actually holding himself.  Now, those of us 



who are adults can hold ourselves in our butt as we're a little bit farther back.  We can still hold ourselves.  

But you have to be careful because you've only got a few degrees before you're not in control, when 

you're going back there and that's what I was wanting to do with Roy.  And people were absolutely not 

going to let me have him be in the hall when other people were there.  You can see he's lifted with a sling.  

And I was like he absolutely has to be going out there with the other people in the hall.  And they're like, 

"No, no, no, no, he's going to lose control."  And so that's really -- I had to first start -- I also had to remove 

from the people working with him.  This absolute I don't know him, he can't do that.  And I want to tell you 

so much, if you are a hypervigilant and this you should know from dealing with kids in the spectrum 

because they have lots of hypervigilants, they smell your skepticism. 

AUDIENCE: Uh-hmm. 

KAREN KANGAS: Okay?  They react viscerally to you, okay?  So, your own moving in can set them off.  

They can lose control, not feel controlled.  It's extremely, extremely important with people who are 

hypervigilant that we're calm and that we really not just brings in, we bring a belief system.  And I know 

sometimes that's hard for people.  That's very hard for me to counter if there's a whole room of people 

who are telling me, "I don't know what I'm doing".  Because I do have to sometimes work with those guys 

separately and then take videos.  And then I really do sit down and talk to people and I say I know that 

you don't believe.  So if you don't believe, what I want you to do is maintain a certain amount of distance, 

so you can't shed your disbelief this way.  And I want you to look hopeful for something.  I'm not saying 

that this is a miracle that we're going to change everything.  You absolutely could go back to everything 

that you're doing.  I am not going to say you can't strap.  I'm not going to say you can't feed him.  I'm not 

going to say you can't move him away or you don't know me.  So I understand your skepticism and you 

want to tell me about them.  But I want you to give them some hope and I want you to think about this, 

how much hope can somebody have if everybody doesn't believe you can do it?"  To one, we understand 

that, we understand that self-fulfilling prophecy.  But sometimes you have to be -- in terms of being able 

to enlighten to do that and that's what I had to really do with Roy.  I had to work with Roy separately 

because people around him were so skeptical he's going to be able to do stuff and it isn't that I didn't -- I 

didn't -- not believe him.  I certainly do believe him, but I also know that our systems are extremely 

capable of learning.  And what I want you to know here is he had a subasis bar, he used to have a chest 

harness on, he had his leg strapped in, palmar strap, pelvic groin belts.  His arms tied in, all of that and 

wear two seatbelts here, driving.  And I did have him go down the hall when others are moving.  And 

everyone was sure that was going to set him off.  And I was like, no, you know the thing is is that the 

other thing I -- which is when we have kids restrained, overly restrained, their bodies actually can go wild 

and they have no responsibility for it, okay?  Because the straps hold them in.  So, no matter what you 

do, you don't have any responsibility to keep yourself from falling and that's one of the things when Roy 

said he went crazy, I said, "Roy, I would also really like to get -- when I get mad throw myself on the floor 

and beat things around.  But I don't have that opportunity because I wouldn't have a job."  If I did that 

people would say, "What is your -- who -- she's not coming back."  We're not -- you know.  I said, "Then, I 



wouldn't be able to eat."  I said, "We all have that incredible big emotion, we really do, it's not just you."  

But we have to have ways that we can do that.  We think bad words.  We say bad words.  You know, we 

do whatever.  And I tell people all the time, if I'm wrenching and I've got something that was wrong with 

work, I have to say in my mind a really bad word that I would never say in public or even to myself in 

private, three times, it's magic, it works, you know.  But we have to have some way in terms of leashing 

that.  And so, what I'm really looking here is I'm not telling him to cognitively take responsibility for his 

body.  I may ask him that we start to bring in weight-bearing and that he begin to have some trust that his 

body does work for him.  But I will tell you these guys not only have heard it but they also know their body 

gets out of control.  So I don't tell them I'm going to teach them how it's going to be under control.  Instead 

I'm going to work for really short periods and I'm not going to talk about how well they did.  I'm just going 

to say I'm eager to work with them the next time.  And what I'm really, really looking for is that that anxiety 

and adrenaline drops.  You know that's really, really important that we get that -- get that down, okay.  

Now, when I was talking before about opisthotonic reactions, I'm going to spend just a few minutes 

because I do think a lot of your kids are doing -- and if you're interested in this I presented this at the 

International Seating Symposium and I did write an article and I'm happy to share it with you.  Because 

when you look it up on the internet or Google it, you're going to see this is a tetanic spasm of extensor 

tone that causes the head to bridge to the sacrum.  So you're not going to get a lot of information.  I 

believe it's a protective reaction but what actually happens is we have kids who move in to a lot of 

hyperextension.  They're bald at the back of their heads, they've broken headrest, leg rests.  Here's 

Louisa, she's little, she's actually wants her seatbelt so tight in that she's bruised over her hips.  And she 

wants it that way, so you can keep her in the chair.  Any of you have some kids like this?  I know a few we 

do, others don't.  Well, the same thing is what really changes is weight-bearing for these guys.  So I'm not 

going to spend a lot of time but those of you who came up to me and we talked about a vest, the vest 

works really well with them.  That's just showing you, she has actually broken down her seat, she broke -- 

breaks down about four or five seats a year and people say to me, "Oh, she's so powerful."  But she's not.  

When you take off -- her body, she has hardly any muscle tissue.  She still is an abdominal breather.  She 

is pear shaped.  What it is is this protective reaction, actually, is a normal reaction, but it's dramatic in its 

nature.  So, the drama of it leads them over into [inaudible] the body is trying to find neutral.  And it is 

actually our handling that makes it worse because we can't touch the occiput, sacrum or scapula.  And 

because they're intact, the processing, we can't touch the front of their bodies.  So how do we handle 

them without touching theirs -- the back of their head, their shoulders or their sacrum and we can't handle 

the front of them?  It's very hard because when they go into this extension we think if we flex them we're 

going to relax them.  That's always been our belief.  If I do the opposite to the body, it'll calm down and it 

is true.  Symmetry brings relaxation to the body but not necessarily flexion from extension.  So what 

happen is is that we, as you're young, we grab the occiput, we push the head down, we bring the knees 

up, so that we can flex at the hips and then we drop you at your seat which is right on to your sacrum and 

your scapula so you start to pop back out, you almost look like you're going bow out.  Your pelvis starts to 



push up, your head starts to turn to one side.  That arm starts to go into extension and we pull you back, 

bend you down, push you back in again, you start to now pop out and go again.  What we aren't realizing 

is our very push on you is what's caused that to happen.  This all stops with pelvic weight-bearing.  Now, 

what's dramatic about it is to help somebody get into that position and then be able to hold it.  So this is 

where with these guys a lot of times it's much easier for me to deal with them with communication devices 

than it is for me to deal with them with power chairs but with Louisa, it was pretty easy to deal with the 

power chair, but her mother wasn't for it.  Her mother really didn't want it.  So we had to use it in some 

different situations.  All right.  What I then did with Louisa is I was looking for -- if she began to have that 

reaction in school, could she not have to knock her headrest.  And so, although this is an occiput ring and 

this is too big for her by the way.  And what this was actually meant, I am not a big believer in restraint.  

Now, I will do judicious restraint if I actually know what I'm doing for some time for some activity.  But this 

occiput ring was meant -- without understanding your opisthotonus, it was meant to over control you by 

grabbing at the occiput and pulling the shoulders back so you would be trapped there, okay?  The trouble 

is is if I trap you there, the surges will get stronger, okay?  And you'll eventually break that.  Instead, I'm 

going to use it differently.  I'm going to actually place it where it's not touching the occiput, it's up over the 

shoulders and it's just there but not touching you.  And that's why this one is too big because it's touching 

her.  So that you can move around, move back and not hit anything and still turn your head but this isn't 

too free that you feel like you're out of control, okay?  So that's what we did with her.  All right.  Now, 

Christopher also had this and this is Christopher, he almost looks like he's standing in that chair, doesn't 

he?  That's as close as they could get him into a seat.  Okay?  In terms of doing that.  Now, with him, I 

actually worked with him not only with the vest, but I also worked with him with visualization.  And if I am 

able to treat these guys, he was the one that I actually was able to treat and work with and so I would talk 

to him about imagining himself melting and what it was like to melt.  And how would we melt and what 

would be those kind of things.  His mom could handle him no matter what and there are parents that -- 

there are one of the parents -- one of the parents usually can, one of the other ones can't because these 

people are really sensitive and when they can anticipate one person's move they can't generalize it to 

others.  So that's what they just know.  Once other people handle them, they're out of control.  And that's 

why it's somewhat frightening.  But anyway, what happened with Christian is we were able to -- he 

insisted on him having the footrests and these guys over drop their heads frequently.  To prevent this 

from happening and what do we say to them all time, we nag them about bringing their head up.  So 

what's interesting is is what I want to make sure is even so we're dealing with the headrest, I don't have 

anything at the back of their head.  Now, I don't have it open, I still have the headrest there, but I don't 

have a switch in it and I don't have it next to their head.  So that I have the controls that their dealing with 

two switches of communication device or two switches only to start driving until they in fact gain 

experience with being weight-bearing and then all of them have been able to move to three switch 

including the switch at the back of their head.  A lot of people make a mistake and put a switch at the 

back of their head and then these kids over push and over push because when they're new, you know, 



when you're new, you're always going to over target.  Okay?  So, instead, I want you to learn center, 

center, center, stop, center, center, center as quiet.  Once you've learned that and you then know the 

activity, now, I can put a switch back there and you won't over hit it, okay?  So, and that's what he now 

looks like.  Now, you can see when I was taking his picture, he still gets excited, you can see that 

extension moving to his arms and what happens is he had a tray.  So when you have a tray on and that 

happens to you, you get trapped between the tray and your back, but when he doesn't have a tray on, he 

gets like that and then always relaxed so you're able to move through that.  And he was an -- quite an 

excellent driver.  And then we were able to use -- with him, he was somebody we could move right to 

malassimilation for those three switches.  He got that right away.  And what he had already been -- 

people had already suspected that he was reading and writing.  Okay?  Now, Netty is actually 23 and I 

was doing a workshop in West Virginia and they asked if I would see Netty and her mom came in and 

said, "You know, Netty is charming, she's another -- she's -- she is low functioning though, I know that 

about my daughter.  You know, she loves to -- she loves to be with people, though.  What she does is 

love to be with people and I always hope that she would be able to do something.  But people, if they're 

with her, like her because she's happy."  And she likes to be with people and so she watches TV with 

people and does stuff but everybody has pretty much given up that she's going to do anything 

independently.  And when her mom came to see me, she said, "I understand people told me you put 

anybody in power."  And I said, "That's true and I actually do think anybody can have a communication 

device."  My problem with the communication devices is not the access.  It's that fore folks that we know 

have some cognitive processing problems.  What have we done with the software that's making sense to 

them?  That is very hard to determine if you're not immediately a reader or writer and then you want to try 

and determine what's going on and I know that, you know, Janice Light and her husband David 

McNaughton who've done a lot of work at Penn State with assistive technology.  Actually, her mother-in-

law, Shirley McNaughton was a teacher at Easter Seals in Toronto.  And she was one of my first teachers 

when I came into the field of assistive technology and she was somebody who used blissymbols instead 

of any other symbols.  Now, for those of you who don't know about blissymbols, well, actually, he was a 

guy who was a pacifist who wanted a communication system that could work for all people so we wouldn't 

have barriers of language.  And so he came up with a buildable set, so we all could learn, we could all 

understand, no matter what language we spoke we'd be able to use this.  And the reason that she went 

that route and people thought she was oddish.  She was very concerned that we with non-speaking kids 

were picking arbitrary symbols that we were identifying what vocabulary they were without any 

buildability.  Now, it's true the alphabet is arbitrary, but it's a part of a system that we've created in 

languages that things go together, that's a system and structure that builds.  But if this happy face is 

happy and then this is sad or worried where have we built to build others, okay?  And so she was very 

worried about how are we -- what were we putting in the brain, what pictures were we putting in the brain 

for our kids who are challenged if we hadn't developed structures that allowed you to build since language 

is a structure that has a foundation and in terms of being built.  And I've always been concerned about 



that and I am most concerned when I meet Netty's of the world because they are so social in terms of 

clear -- their affect that they want to be near people.  It also -- it's clear that they're not going to college, 

you know.  But college has nothing to do with being social, you know, we've long since figured out when 

we started finally looking at kids with Down Syndrome that just because they're not speaking with 

vocabulary words of five syllables or not, doesn't mean there's not a lot of function there and a lot of 

understanding and certainly a lot of communicative ability, right?  So I think we still are struggling with the 

Netty's, with us figuring out how do we do some buildability because -- and when you do just a 

predetermined, I'm happy, how many times do you even want to say that?  "I'm happy, I'm sad."  I mean, 

you know, that isn't really what we want.  We needed something that -- and how many jokes can you tell?  

You know, and how do you even figure that out?  So, that's kind of there.  Well, what I wanted you to see 

is with Netty, the one thing that was happening is her mother also was really worried about her arms 

because she's getting hard to clean because they're -- those little hands are so fisted and she told me 

she's contracted under here and she's like, "We're going to go for an evaluation.  She may need to get 

some Botox injections and blah, blah, blah."  All of that I agree with, by the way.  I don't have a problem 

with any of that stuff.  We -- we're still struggling in finding our way, how do we cope with people with 

tone.  But what I do want to say is that I also knew that she really wasn't weight-bearing in that system.  

Now, she doesn't look -- it doesn't look like she's that reclined, but her shoulders were behind her pelvis 

there, okay?  So she is back here, right?  And what I will tell you is as soon as I put the shoulders behind 

the pelvis this is where the arms go for everybody, that's what you do.  Okay?  You should bring them up 

here.  So, to me, I already know just this alone you've been back here too long.  Because what I'm looking 

for is you're not going to hold these up here even if you get contracted.  If you're going to be contacted, 

these are going to be next to you.  And this is going to be dropped down.  This is going to be in more of 

relax position.  So, and instead we see this, I think that we're, you know, we're getting an unprotective 

reaction.  So, as I have to change her seating in terms of moving her and what happened is actually as 

soon as I put her in her butt I could lift that arm up.  And her mom is like, "How did you get her arm up?"  

Because seated on her butt, I could lift that arm up.  Because when you're holding yourself then you 

aren't holding here. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: All right. 

KAREN KANGAS: So, her she is and what happened is when I put the switches on, look how this arm 

and hand completely opened, okay?  Just from weight-bearing.  And although she's smiling, she is no 

longer looking at me.  We're in this gym, she drove out, just left, no instruction.  I mean, I don't tell people 

how to drive or what, you know.  Now, we don't have to worry that she's running away because this is 

how fast she's going.  Okay.  So, there's no panic here.  Anybody worried yet?  "She's off."  But we did let 

her go.  I was very curious to see how she went out the gym.  She wanted to go outside.  She really did 

get it right away.  And the other thing that I want to say is so funny is people -- I think it's hysterical that 

when people look at power or power and mobility, they think that somehow we have to have cognitive 

judgment.  Now, first of all, we've all been driving for a long time.  We all know there are many days 



there's no cognitive judgment apparent on those roads.  And sometimes it's with us, do you know what I 

mean?  Sometimes, it's with us.  But the fact of the matter is a power chair, you don't have to be smart to 

move and what I've been able to do with that power chair is make it so someone just is moving and 

movement is inherent or in our nature, it's that we want to, that we're curious about things.  And what 

happened with Netty is this really changed her life and what happened is her mom was unable to -- her 

mom was really older, she was in her late 80s and she was really panicked about what's going to happen 

to Netty and Netty driving the power chair was able to find a home in a group home with people 

welcoming arms.  I mean, she was already social.  They still had to lift her up, but the fact that she went in 

there driving made a huge difference in terms of her acceptance.  And it really does, you know, in terms 

of making a difference.  I still wish that we could deal with the -- deal with the communication device with 

her.  But -- what else I'm going to say.  Oh, we're skipping Phil.  I want to go to -- I want to introduce you 

to another friend of mine.  Oh, oops, not that friend, that is another friend of mine but -- and another.  I 

told you I could talk all day.  Here's another friend.  No, it's not that one.  Keep going.  Where are you?  

Oh. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Do the people who sell the wheelchair set them up like this? 

KAREN KANGAS: No, I do. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: But, I mean, initially, that she was backed like that? 

KAREN KANGAS: Yes, but it's not people with the wheelchairs.  You have to understand, people with the 

wheelchairs, that's like saying I don't like Texas, okay?  So there is no the people with the wheelchairs 

that we didn't like to get through things at.  So what happens is is that as therapist and as suppliers and 

as how people go, you know, there are different levels of skill.  Not unlike plumbers, okay?  So those skill 

level is what we do and I will tell you the least skill is for the most complex bodies because that's not your 

everyday thing, schtick, you know, in terms of understanding.  And it's one of the reasons why I teach.  

So, it could have been -- I don't know if Netty could have actually gone to a seating clinic and had a 

therapist who also thought they were doing exactly the right thing with her because she is not out of the 

realm of symmetry, bring her in, give her a foot box, that kind of stuff that she's older. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: So it -- would it -- the best practice would be for the therapist to work with the 

wheelchair suppliers? 

KAREN KANGAS: Yes, always it should be.  And those wheelchair -- the wheelchair suppliers should 

never be doing those on their own, yeah.  But I do think that therapists, in general, have abdicative their 

relationships.  I don't find -- I don't find fault most with the suppliers, I find fault still with my own profession 

a lot.  I think autism PTs will say, "Well, I didn't know that came, that went."  It hasn't become -- which is 

why the reason when you came for a switch conference, you got a lot of seating.  And that's because it's 

vitally important that we understand how big a deal it is.  And that it's not a matter of us just settling for, 

"Oh, I've got the seating solved."  When I -- I'm asked to teach to a lot of places, I would tell them I don't 

even want to have seating in the title because the therapist won't come because they think they know it.  



You know, so seating isn't an interesting topic.  So -- but if I just say positioning of kids with complex 

bodies, everybody's there.  Because they know -- they know we aren't getting the positioning right but 

they thought the seating part that we had because it was the 90, 90, 90 and we're strap, strap, strap, 

strap, strap with the tilting space and we have that solved.  And like, yeah, we do have it solved with 

getting our kids to the school.  Now, Tamilla is someone else, she is 26 here and her family came to see 

me when I was at the medical center because the father had a heart attack and they wanted a 

communication device because they said, you know, "We are realizing our own mortality and who's going 

to be able to take care of her?  We really like her to be able to use a communication device."  And Tamilla 

has a very unusual diagnosis of which her parents say isn't really a diagnosis on her.  They showed me a 

picture of the diagnosis and they said, "Your daughter has the mind of a worm.  She is going to probably 

die.  She's a freak of nature."  That sign, you know, children's hospital.  Oh, yeah.  Oh, yeah, you know, 

27 years ago, you know.  I mean, you know, and so, they're, like, "We don't know."  Well, she had eight 

digits on one hand with three fingers with no bone in them and she had seven digits on the other hand.  

They removed those and still of her -- the hand that she had, one hand had two fingers that had no bone 

and the other hand had two -- one had two and one had three fingers that had no bone.  She had a 

kyphosis.  She kind of sat on the floor with a bunny hop.  She definitely had visual processing problems.  

She rocked a little bit, she hummed a little bit and that was kind of life.  And she was easy to feed, though.  

She actually had beautiful oral motor stuff but she never really vocalized much.  She didn't pay attention 

much in terms of what's going on.  And so her parents we're, like, going to have a communication device 

and I said, "Okay.  Well, that's good because I'm going to put her in a power chair."  And the parents 

were, like, "No, no, I mean, no, we wanted a communication device."  And I'm, like, "Yeah.  I know.  We're 

going to put her on a power chair."  "No, we wanted a communication device."  And it was so funny 

because I wanted to say, "Hey, you know, I've got to start here because I have to figure her out.  I have to 

see what interests her."  And the difference with her is -- I also -- in my early training was at the first 

cardiac rehab program in the United States which happened in Atlanta, Georgia.  And so, I was worried 

about her dad, too, in terms of being reactive.  And they live in a beautiful part of Hershey, Pennsylvania 

which I told you, this is what I am showing you from Pennsylvania, that they really -- beautiful walking and 

he really needed to be out.  So, with this power chair, what I'm doing is I'm putting a proximity switch in 

the tray which I told him for forward.  Actually, her hand is on it.  I said, "You're going to drive, we're not 

going to say anything to her.  And then, I want -- the other three there are the turns and reverse are up 

here, you're going to drive this.  And it's going to be at a speed not that slow.  It's going to be at a speed 

that I -- you need to be walking for yourself.  And you're going to take your daughter out for a walk."  We 

weren't even two feet out of their door and she has her hand on that switch.  Okay?  Which she had never 

initiated anything, it's not -- I have no reason to disbelieve them.  So, what happened is, is that, here we 

are, she quickly began reaching for the other switches.  He's doing them.  I'm not asking him to tell her 

anything.  They're going for a walk.  They are to be going on for a walk.  And -- but if she wants to turn 

and look to see something, she certainly is allowed to.  And what happened is she began reaching and as 



she began reaching them, we moved those switches closer to her.  So, from here, they're now, like, really 

excited, okay, about what she's doing.  She's actually moved her body away from this molded back.  She 

had a big kyphosis.  She now would put her legs together and that's the first thing her parents said to me, 

"She's putting her legs together.  I mean, do we need to be worried?"  "I don't think so.  I think they're 

allowed to go together.  If she put them there, it's okay."  Okay?  But, you know, 27 years, here's the 

molded back, your legs are here, there's pump shoes, like -- and then, "She's putting her legs together.  

She's not using the back."  "That's okay, too.  That's okay, too.  Okay.  She doesn't have to be all the way 

in the back.  All right?  We'll be all right."  So, the next thing is -- and they just couldn't believe, she was -- 

really, it was so funny.  I said, "So, now, we're ready to do the communication device."  And they're like, 

"No, now, we want her to drive in the house."  And I'm like, "No, now, we're ready for the communication 

device."  Now, what's really funny is when I'm dealing with [inaudible] I am this direct, you know, but 

obviously we're sitting down and talking about it.  But I'm not as direct as it sounds in this group but I'm 

still pretty direct.  And so, the family is like -- I was like, "Now, what we're going to do is you have to 

understand they are -- they are foster parents for kids who need temporary homes because their parents 

are waiting usually from substance abuse charges that they're either going to be put on parole or they're 

going to do something else.  So they usually have a very busy household.  And I love it.  So what 

happened is we brought  a DynaVox in and we programmed -- we actually -- the speech therapist and I 

went in, we had dinner with them and their family.  And we listened to all the things they talked about and 

then we really programmed in a lot of different phrases and stuff into the DynaVox that were what was 

being said at dinner and we told them, three nights a week, they had to put the timer on and no one could 

speak except through using the device.  So the kids had waved hand, grabbed the device, I want more 

piece or please or whatever.  And they could spell if they wanted to or at the end of the session could 

identify more vocabulary that was going on.  Well, their family, first of all, they didn't want to do it just for 

15 minutes.  We came back two weeks later and they said, first of all, they want to do it every night and 

they want to do it for half an hour, it's so fun but we really want to tell you what's more exciting as last 

night Tamilla grabbed it when it went by.  Because the other thing is, I said to them, "Don't give it to her.  

You know, you have to want it and get it.  All right?  So you have to wait for it and get it."  And Tamula's at 

the table with you, she's being fed, well, what happened is, she grabbed it and hit I'd like some more milk 

and she -- the mom said, "All the kids ran up and got her milk."  She had, like, 10 glasses of milk.  And 

she drank all of them, okay?  And she's -- and her mom goes, "I'm -- now, I'm kind of worried about milk."  

You know, and the speech therapist says you can't say no.  You know, you could have said, "We don't 

need 10 getting her, you know, like, we can offer that communication."  And what happened with Tamilla 

is that was the start.  So what happened is this, that same thing they wanted to do just a little bit longer 

and she began then exploring the device.  Now, what are the two things that I've done that I've talked to 

you about?  I had to put that device into a context that was powerful, you know, that was a part of her 

environment and was going to do it.  And what I want to tell you is, is what the parents actually said to me 

was -- this is him walking and here is she now.  By the way, they don't have a house with water fountains 



in it.  I was notorious when I didn't have a digital camera for putting in film the second time.  And so 

there's not -- there's not a flying wheelchair in their house.  And their -- and not water fountains but 

anyway -- but this -- that I wanted you to see is that, what happened is is she used the power chair on 

walks, she had a manual chair that they went in the van when they went around with the family.  She's 

now using the communication device at the dinner table.  And what happened is is they took off the tray 

to get her out of the manual chair and she stood up and stepped down.  And she began cruising along 

their island.  Okay?  So they wanted me to bring a walker so I brought one that's that and this is her the 

first she saw it.  She bunny hopped over, stood up, pulled up, turned around and sat down in it.  And from 

here, it was right here, at this time, they went to a family reunion that they -- their family doesn't have very 

often.  And they -- they're an extended family.  Most of them are from New Hampshire and Vermont.  So 

they're kind of far away.  And basically, people hadn't paid much attention to Tamilla and what happened 

at the family reunion is she went there in a power chair, she -- they brought the communication device 

and two of the cousins said, "We'll take her out."  The older cousins, they were driving, "We're going to 

take her out to McDonald's."  They could drive the van, they took her out and they just grabbed one of the 

picture sheets that they have there and she ordered off of that.  Exactly -- not, you know, not 14 cups of 

milk but she, you know, whatever she really wanted and they were thrilled with that.  And she now has a 

DynaVox with 40 pages.  No page has less than 10 words on it.  They are free programmed things but 

she can definitely identify it.  But from that family reunion, the family has become involved and she goes 

and spends weekends with different ones of them.  So what happened is the story which actually the 

family came saying, "We want a communication device because we're about the mortality" really would 

been -- we have been able to alter and meet their goal.  We did it in a different way in terms of looking at 

it.  And that's what I'm trying to tell you.  It was that I'm not expecting everybody to set the world on fire, I 

didn't expect her to go this far.  I am here to tell you that when we present activity in a way that makes 

sense to human beings they, you know, will never disappoint.  And always will grow and our role really 

still has to be much more of a supportive one rather than a directive one.  Okay.  Before we leave, I 

always want to end with an inspiration, as if our -- the kids you've met have not been inspirational enough, 

but if you have any questions, please don't hesitate to contact me.  Oops. 

[VIDEO BEGINS] 

ISAIAH: He loves his friends.  He just has a great time.  He loves his teacher.  His teacher loves him, Mrs. 

O'Brien. 

KAREN KANGAS: Now, we could turn the lights.  Turn it. 

[VIDEO BEGINS] 

BARBARA O'BRIEN: Every child has their own way of learning.  Inclusion is the best way for every to 

child to learn.  Not just the child who comes in with a speech issue or the child who uses a wheelchair or 

a child who [inaudible] who doesn't know the English language and join with your classroom.  It's every 

single child has a multiple way of learning.  And we need to discover those ways.  I don't think inclusion 



builds community.  I think not having inclusion takes away community.  When children leave the 

classroom and don't come back for hours, I don't think you have that community anymore. 

DANIEL HABIB: Betsy and I have worked closely with Samuel's teachers and therapists to keep him with 

his classmates all day long because if they're constantly pulling Samuel out of the classroom, it tells him 

that he does not belong with his friends.  It takes a lot of creativity to make this work.  It takes an aid who 

knows when to support Samuel in the classroom and when to simply let him be with the other kids. 

TEACHER: Oh, all right.  Good job.  Here you go. 

DANIEL HABIB: It takes therapists who are committed to integrating therapy into the classroom level.  It 

takes Phys Ed teachers who create activities that enable all students to participate and work together.  

And it takes a teacher like Mrs. O'Brien who's constantly thinking about how each student can be involved 

in every part of the day. 

BARBARA O'BRIEN: Oh, you're ready, Samuel?  Come on up, buddy. 

STUDENT: Hey, Samuel, do you want to be our buddy for meeting? 

BARBARA O'BRIEN: The challenges of inclusion have forced me to be a better teacher.  The cat is big.  

That's right.  This cat is -- I believe in specialists who work with you in the classroom.  Last week, we did 

sounding, he loved it. 

DANIEL HABIB: Samuel's team of teachers and specialists meet weekly to check in on his progress, 

figure out how to overcome obstacles and make sure they are working toward the goals of his IEP, that 

stands for an Individualized Education Plan. 

TEACHER: Sharon has done a lot for adapting equipment for Samuel and other children to be able to 

participate directly with all of the different stations. 

BARBARA O'BRIEN: Okay. 

BARBARA O'BRIEN: When I look at my classroom, I see a smaller version of life.  And I think if children 

learned to accept within the classroom differences and challenges, they're going to accept them in life. 

DANIEL HABIB: Samuel has the most obvious disability in Mrs. O'Brien's classroom.  But he is not the 

only child being included.  Several other children in her class also have diagnosed disabilities and IEPs. 

BARBARA O'BRIEN: Let's look around our circle, are you ready?  That's right.  Inclusion is easier in our 

grade level.  I think when we get up to the higher grade levels, it's much more difficult. 

STUDENT: I tell him something, like, great jokes.  I tell him what do you call a pig that knows how to play 

karate?  A pork chop. 

DANIEL HABIB: Samuel wants to be as independent as possible so he can keep up with his classmates.  

And technology is our friend.  Samuel has communication devices so he can add to the classroom 

discussion.  He has a laptop and a joystick that allow him to write and create artwork.  And he has a 

power assist chair.  We call it the Zoom Chair. 



BARBARA O'BRIEN: I get really angry when I hear people use the phrase wheelchair bound or I read it in 

a newspaper article.  It implies that somebody is strapped in a wheelchair.  For Samuel, the wheelchair is 

complete freedom.  He can act on a whim and take off and go wherever he wants to go. 

STUDENT: If you press the green button right here, he can like -- he gets a boost -- a little boost of speed 

if he pushes -- if he rolls his wheels. 

STUDENT: That always go 90 hour -- 99 miles per hour. 

BARBARA O'BRIEN: He loves to learn.  He loves to laugh.  He enjoys his friends.  He enjoys the staff 

members.  His willingness to try anything we're throwing at him at all times is amazing to me.  He is the 

most patient child I've ever worked with.  He makes the other children take a step back and slow down a 

little bit. 

KEITH JONES: And the one thing that my family always told me was never let anybody tell you about 

you.  Don't ever let nobody try to limit you or put constraints at you.  I have to get little.  Well, I mean, 

being black and disabled is unique in the fact that people say, "Well, what happened to you?"  And you 

stop thinking, like, "Are we talking about today?"  And they're like, "No, no, how did you get like that?"  Or, 

"When did you get shot?"  "Oh, when did I get shot?"  Black man in wheelchair had to be acrobatic.  Black 

man in wheelchair had to be a gangbanger.  I fall into a category where 75% of us don't graduate high 

school without thinking to go on to higher education.  About 85% of us don't go on to sufficient gainful 

employment.  While the majority of us who have some sort of whether it's a cognitive disability or physical 

disability end up in the penal system or addicted to alcohol.  The bar is so low for us, so low for us that 

there is no bar.  And anything we do above and beyond is worth nothing in the [inaudible]. 

DANIEL HABIB: Around the time Samuel started elementary school, I wondered what does a school that 

is a model for inclusion look like?  I met Marlene Orellana, a mother who was on the same search for her 

child. 

MARLENE ORELLANA: He was a little different than the children in his pre-school room.  He was 

withdrawn, very repetitive in all of his movements.  Very, very minimal speech.  The director of the 

program said, "You know, you really need to think about a neurological exam, a developmental exam."  

And I brought it to his pediatrician's attention and, you know, that's where the ball started rolling.  I didn't 

know anything about autism and neither do my husband.  I mean, it was, like, going on a roller coaster 

that never ended.  First, I think it's almost, like, you mourn.  My husband and I, I remember we cried and it 

was very hard for us but we didn't -- we did a lot of praying and just asking for a divine help. 

DANIEL HABIB: The school district told Marlene that she should put Nathaniel on a separate kindergarten 

classroom for children with disabilities. 

MARLENE ORELLANA: It wasn't where the other classrooms were.  It was, like, in a corner of a school.  

They had their own little yard.  They were children who were severely needy that were biting, that were 

screaming so I was looking at Nathaniel coming home with behaviors that he didn't have at home. 



DANIEL HABIB: Nathaniel and his family visited the Haggerty School, a public elementary school in 

Cambridge, Massachusetts. 

MARLENE ORELLANA: As soon as we walked -- I walked in through the door with my husband, we said, 

"This is it.  It feels like home." 

DANIEL HABIB: Haggerty's principal, Joe Petner has been committed to full inclusion for decades.  When 

Dr. Petner was hired in 1989, the district's special education director asked him if he would try and 

experiment a fully integrated kindergarten.  Petner said he would do so but on one condition. 

JOE PETNER: I would like to have an integrated first grade, an integrated second grade, an integrated 

third grade, integrated fourth grade, integrated fifth grade and integrated sixth grade that had equally and 

academic benefit.  We were not dumbing down the curriculum by any means.  I said, "Well, let's look at 

the test scores."  And we could see that kids were achieving in high numbers and in fact, I think everyone 

was helped by this because our teachers became better teachers.  Schools have to invest in an intensive 

level of professional development.  You cannot ask your teachers to do something for which they are not 

prepared. 

MARLENE ORELLANA: He has grown so much social -- the social pace has just -- it's like a volcano.  

Coming in or going out, sixth graders calling his name, "Bye, Nathaniel.  Hi, Nathaniel."  And in the 

beginning it was weird for me because, you know, I kept saying, you know, "Who are these people?"  And 

I would say, "Nathaniel, who is that?"  And he'd say, "That's my friend." 

JOE PETNER: We really accept people for who they are and what they are.  Whether it's one's racial 

background, racial or ethnic background, one's socioeconomic background, one's family constellation, 

one's abilities.  Seeing diversity in its fullest sense as an important quality.  The inclusion is an easy thing 

to do poorly.  And when we do it poorly, we reinforce the beliefs that this cannot work. 

MARLENE ORELLANA: I think that our goal is for him to be able to shine no matter where he goes.  To 

show his strengths and even his weaknesses.  I think that a lot of us walk in life being afraid to show our 

weaknesses because we're going to be judged.  I don't want him to be like that.  And I can't limit him.  I 

can't do that.  Everybody else in life is going to limit to him.  I can't do it. 

MAN: And trying hard not to bump into each other. 

DOUGLAS BIKLEN: Is there any place within the society where inclusion already exists full blown?  And 

the answer is yes.  It exists within a lot of families. 

MEN: Yehey.  Yehey, Samuel. 

MAN: Great, Samuel. 

WOMAN: Yehey. 

ISAIAH: Crack.  Do you want to drive into that center?  Way back.  Way back.  Gone. 



DANIEL HABIB: I think Samuel's disability has made our relationship and our family stronger.  Betsy and I 

have had to work through some pretty major crisis and so the little problems just don't seem so serious 

anymore.  Samuel and Isaiah are incredibly close and I think in part, it is because of Samuel's disability. 

ISAIAH: Ah, he's pushing me off the bed.  No. 

DANIEL HABIB: I know Isaiah wishes Samuel could run outside and play basketball with him but they find 

lots of ways to play together and I think that allows them to express their love for each other even more 

openly. 

ISAIAH: If he didn't have cerebral palsy, he'd be able to bug me.  He'd be able to annoy me.  Not that he 

doesn't now.  He bit.  Ah.  But just he'd be able to annoy me more.  When I see him like right the minute 

we make eye contact, he like comes running up to me and he crashes into me and always, I give him a 

hug.  I'll just keep doing it until I come closer.  Kind of makes me feel -- it really makes me feel good.  

Like, because I know that he loves me a lot, a lot, a lot, a lot, a lot, a lot. 

DANIEL HABIB: Since Samuel is very young, I just couldn't bear to see him left out of anything since he 

so desperately wants to be in the middle of the action. 

WOMAN: Yehey, Samuel. 

DANIEL HABIB: I've been obsessed with including him in everything his peers are doing.  And there have 

been times at parties or family gatherings where I saw other parents sitting back and talking and laughing 

and having a beer and I'm spending the entire time supporting Samuel, so, he can keep up with his 

friends or cousins. 

BETSY MCNAMARA: Having a child with a disability is enormously hard on a couple.  Financially, it's 

tough because we have a lot of expenses that we wouldn't have otherwise had and I've had to cut back 

on how much I work.  Emotionally, it's hard.  We carry a lot of fear for Samuel.  And you know, just the 

day-to-day care is hard, physically it's very tiring. 

DANIEL HABIB: We spent hours each week preparing medicine, filling out paperwork and taking him to 

doctors and therapists.  Samuel's illnesses have forced him to missed months of school.  We do whatever 

we can to create normalcy in our lives.  But when a health crisis hits, we put everything aside and just try 

to get through it. 

BETSY MCNAMARA: The recurrence within Samuel's health was so shaking so bad that we couldn't go 

anywhere as a family.  And you lose touch with people.  We missed a lot of family gatherings.  We missed 

a lot of holiday celebrations.  We just found ourselves feeling isolated.  And when Samuel's gone through 

periods of, well, health crisis, I do not feel emotionally balanced.  I feel really out of balance.  People 

sometimes wonder, "How do you do it?"  Well, I don't know.  I have no idea.  I don't even really remember 

some of those times.  We tried to focus on the good times and not lose sight of Isaiah even though there 

were times when I practically tossed him out of the car to a friend on the way to the hospital.  I think that 

Isaiah does an awful lot of worrying about Samuel and I wish he didn't have that load to carry. 



ISAIAH: He once got his tonsils out in the hospital and he had to stay in there longer for two weeks more 

because he had pneumonia and well, I didn't like that.  I was worried, I was scared.  I wanted him to be 

okay. 

DANIEL HABIB: We work hard to give Isaiah the attention he deserves but I do worry that sometimes we 

come up short. 

ISAIAH: I know he needs a lot of attention and I try to face the -- face that like when he's sick, he gets a 

lot of attention.  Uh-hmm.  Well, really a lot of attention.  And I just thought it's -- it just feels like you guys 

don't care about me.  Like, hey, I'm over here also.  I'm right here. 

DANIEL HABIB: Can all children be included?  Are there times when a separate school really is the best 

place for a student?  I got to know Emily Huff as I looked for answers to those questions. 

[VIDEO ENDS] 

KAREN KANGAS: We don't have time to watch that, so, I'm going to show you something else and then 

we're going to be done.  Sorry. 

[VIDEO STARTS] 

KEITH JONES: People really did not have high expectations for students with disabilities. 

MEN: I know, I know you like, you like the way, the way we rock, we rock.  I know, I know you like, you 

like the way, the way we rock, we rock.  I know. 

KEITH JONES: Well, how the hell do I develop a positive self-image if from the -- from the time I get off 

the bus to the time I leave, I am being told because of my physical presence, because of the physical 

conditions of my being that I have to be secluded and stashed away and talked to in a demeaning 

manner or talk to in a way where there's no expectations about me doing anything.  And then, you want 

me to succeed?  You want me to go out and be aggressive and be a product of the society and produce 

and to put into this economy?  But from the time I'm born to the time I die, I'm being told that I ain't shit. 

DANIEL HABIB: Keith told me what it was like to grow up in the 1970s when almost all kids with 

disabilities were completely segregated from the typical kids.  When he was Samuel's age, Keith lived in 

St. Louis and attended a separate public school for children with disabilities.  Keith has cerebral palsy 

which means his brain has difficulty controlling his muscles. 

KEITH JONES: Keith was really getting pushed.  There was more, "Okay.  Here's some money that will 

pay for some crayons, color."  You go and then they drag you.  You take -- get your medicine at lunch and 

you'd see happy kids slop over at the table from taking Valium or Demerol, the what have you and it just 

was really not conducive to learning.  I asserted my stuff.  This is not challenging to me.  I don't care 

about paste and Popsicle sticks.  I want Math.  You know, can I get some Math?  Sounds -- looking 

[inaudible] it was like a nursing home facility.  Oh, I don't want to be, you know, doped up on Valium, 50 

years of my life sitting in a -- in a one-legged wheelchair and shaking a cup.  That's not what I want.  I 

want a house.  I want a car.  I want a wife.  I want kids.  I want a dog.  You know, the whole thing but 



every time I would say that you could see this thing in the back of people's heads going, "You know, that's 

nice but it's really not for you." 

MEN: How old are you, Samuel?  How old are you now? 

MAN: Happy birthday to you. 

BETSY MCNAMARA: This has been the hardest journey of my life but I am so grateful.  Our experiences 

with Samuel have thought me the strength I never knew I had, the capacity to love and endure that I didn't 

know I had.  The ability to see the positive in situations that seem so sad.  The strength of our families 

and friends and their support of us and their love for us. 

DANIEL HABIB: Samuel has changed the way I looked at everyone around me.  He has taught me not to 

prejudge anyone by how they talk or whether they can't talk or how they move or see or hear.  He has 

taught me patience.  He has taught me not to make assumptions.  Those are huge and profound changes 

in my life. 

BETSY MCNAMARA: No flying ones and you have one right here. 

BETSY MCNAMARA: Because Samuel has to work so hard to say the things he wants to say, I have 

learned to appreciate and cherish everything he says.  And I think this carries over to Isaiah as well.  I 

really appreciate it and notice the things that he says that show me how hard he is working to grow up. 

DANIEL HABIB: Have you learned anything from him? 

ISAIAH: Yeah.  I guess. 

DANIEL HABIB: What? 

ISAIAH: I learned it's possible to sit down, play T-ball and hit -- and still hit really far at the same time. 

DANIEL HABIB: At first, I saw Samuels' disability as purely a struggle, an obstacle to his participation in 

the world and a burden to us.  Now, when I see Samuel zoom himself at our hallway, bring a fork to his 

mouth or play basketball, I see intensity and determination.  I see effort and power.  I see beauty. 

TEACHER: Where is Samuel?  Come on down, buddy. 

WOMAN: Yehey.  Wohoo. 

BETSY MCNAMARA: I think because Samuel has a disability, I -- I've had to be a lot more conscious 

about my hopes and dreams for my boys than I might otherwise have.  There are lot of things that as a 

parent you assume.  We just think it's going to happen.  And all of that came into question when we 

realized the extent of Samuel's disability.  And now I have hope again that it can happen.  And I have a 

much more clearer plan for both boys.  I want them to enjoy school.  I want them to go to college.  I want 

them to choose work that they love and find rewarding and I want them to find people they love and to 

love them back. 

MAN AND WOMAN: Beyond peace you give me. 

WOMAN: And so it is that we gather today to honor and celebrate the commitment that Pauline and Keith 

have chosen. 



KEITH JONES: This is a wonderful thing God has done.  But to have you is blessing without question.  

Your laugh, your [inaudible] your voice, your touch and your love from this day forward, I willingly 

embrace as mine.  Your struggles, your challenges and your obstacles from this day forward and on this 

day, I am blessed to say… 

WOMAN: To the world. 

KEITH JONES: …to the world… 

WOMAN: That I love you. 

KEITH JONES: …that I love you, [inaudible] there's a little bit going on here. 

WOMAN: Uh-hmm. 

DANIEL HABIB: Samuel brought the disability rights movement into our home.  And everyday it brings 

new questions.  As Samuel grows up, what can we do to make sure that people see that his cerebral 

palsy is just one part of who he is?  Can we continue to fully include him as he goes to middle and high 

school?  What about the times when inclusion has to take a backseat as Samuel misses weeks of school 

to get through another health crisis?  I don't know the answers to those questions right now.  But I know 

that Samuel loves life.  He's got a great smile and he's a die-hard Red Sox fan.  He wants to keep up with 

his brother and be a part of everything that we do.  He will teach a lot of people which is good because 

the world has a lot to learn. 

[VIDEO ENDS] 

KAREN KANGAS: We're done. 

AUDIENCE: Wohoo. 

KAREN KANGAS: Anyway, I hope -- I hope you enjoyed it.  That was on a PBS special and if you ever 

wanted it, it's called Including Samuel and they -- and actually, the one student who is in a [inaudible] 

staying in a special school as a -- as a woman who has a mental illness has emotional problems.  

Anyway, looks like we got some homework, mom? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: No, no.  Thank you once again, Karen, for a wonderful session. 


